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REEKS vs. BARBARIANSMembers of Theta
fraternity prepare for the All -Greek Show as
r.) Gary Nelson, Bob Sharp,
our "greeks" (I. to
ighs Church and Jim Williams are attacked by

Barbarians Phil Heron and Rex Chapman wielding slide rules. Sorority skits will be presented
Friday night and fraternities will compete Saturday night.

Y Plans
reeks Will Compete Spartan
’Yuletide Tour
110th Annual Show
Eighteen organizations will compete in the 10th an I MI -Greek Show Friday and Saturday in Morris Dailey
ditorium. The show begins at 8 p.m. and admission is
The event, sponsored by Theta Chi fraternity, will be
ged in two performances. Ten sororities will present skits
day night and eight fraternities will take the spotlight
Saturday’s show.
inners in the sorority and fraty divisions will be announced
wing the performance each
t. Last year’s winners were
ia Kappa Gamma in the soty division and Lambda Chi
ha in the fraternity division.
wo Theta Chi alumni, Tom Mcand and Mary Braunstein,
two Theta Chi members, John
al and Steve Walsh, have
chosen as emcees for the
!, Two other fraternity memwill share the announcing
rs.
ike Brady, chairman of the
!. said intermission entertain t sill include the Wayfarers,
!k-singing group, and a surfeature by the Greek Show
sal approval of the scripks
given yesterday by the college
inistration.
re first All -Greek Show was
?laud in 1948 as a woject for
.1 organiAations after Spardi
was rkeoatinued.

Lissia Topic
f

pr..tr,:t ,r,n
sy,tom rd
USSR will be analyzed by
it G. Morgan, assistant proir of political science, today
0:30 a.m. in S142.
Justice for the Individual in
t -Stalin Russia" is the title
le third talk sponsored by the
ge Lectine Coinmittee this
.ster.
()lessor Morgan will scrutinize
ges made by Khrushchev
rs which have "lessened much
he arbitrariness" of the sysin effem sister Stalin.
IC

Logic Attack
Book Revie w
Topic Today
"The Uses of Argument," an .
tack on modern logic, will be 1.
viewed by Dr. Murray Kiteh.,.
assistant professor of philosophy,
at today’s book talk in Cafeteria
Rooms A and B, at 12:30 p.m.
The author, Stephen Toulmin,
professor of philosophy at the University of Leeds, is proposing a
new, "more practical" logic in opposition to the present mathematteal logic.
Dr. Kiteley emphasized that
he would not attempt to review
the hook but would Instead use
the work as a point of departure
in discussing the relationship
between modern logic and everyday argument.
The book, which was generally
"not too well received," is the
third by Toulmin, a graduate of
Cambridge.
An earlier hook, "The Place of
Reason in Ethics," WAS considered
"influential" in the field of philosophy and was better received
than "The Uses of Argument."

Grr-r-r-r-r
It had to happen.
Some holiday -happy student
last week scrawled a sign on the
wood construction fence around
the Speech and Drama Building.
It read:
"Do not feed Speech and
Drama Majors."

my Plane To Fly
olio Victim to Denver
..dr-old former San
math major will
nowt, to Denver, Colo.,
orrow because of hi: "se
I.
race of polio. His deure from an Oakland airmay he televised
by Bay
television
e Nide

stations.
lChard 0’13yrne,
the polio’
t ken victim
last year lived in
tan City with
his wife and
children. lie is being
sent
he Denver
Veterans Hospital
an Army plane.
C trip was
arranged by the
anal Foundation,
which will
k O’llyrne
in an ambulance
the hospital
to the airport,
* a Military
Transport
her, complete Air
with portable
lung, will
await him.
’he
WO way to
support"
lYme and hin
(tunny in Santa

Clara County, said Bill Lawrence, executive director of the
National Foundation. yesterday.
In Denver, he explained,
O’Ryrne’s wife and four children
(one only a few months old) will
be eligible for welfare aid.
O’Byrne contracted polio last
June, and spent more than a
month in the’Santa Clara County
Hospital before he was transferred to Oakland’s Fairmont Hospital, a therapy center.
He Is able to survive with only,
a chest respirator during the day,
but must sleep in an iron lung at
night. His arms and legs are almost, ererrletgly paralyzed.
O’Byrne will leave at about 8:10
tomorrow morning in the Army
plane with a staff of doctors and
technicians. "A commercial airliner couldn’t do it," Mr. Lawrence explained. "It would cost
a fortune."

For the :sell th consecutive year,
the Spartan Y will sponsor a YuleHe tour through six San Jose
homes. The benefit will be held
Sunday from 1 to 6 p.m.
"Home for Christmas" is the
theme of the Christmas tour this
year and the homes will be decorated around that theme.
Tickets for the tour are 75 cents
for students and $1.50 for adults
and are available in the Student
Affairs Business Office, TH16, and
the Spartan Y, 9th and San Antonio Sts. They may also be pur, based at the door of any of the
ir.rines rrn the drrv of he herr.

San Jose State’s program
for honor students will be on
review today and tomorrow
for inspection by Dr. J. W.
Cohen, director of the Inter.
University Committee on the
Superior Student.

Dr. Cohen will take a look at SJS
procedures for honoring outstanding students and will meet with
faculty, administrators and students to discuss ways of improving
and expanding the existing program.
This afternoon at 3:30 he is
scheduled to address a general faculty meeting in Engineering Lecture Hall, E118. Representatives
from area high schools have been
invited.
Purpose of the committee Dr.
Cohen directs is to provide added
opportunities for the gifted student and aid him in attaining his
greatest potentialities, said Dr.
0. C. Williams, coordinator of the
college humanities program.
Dr. Cohen is visiting SJS and
other Bay Area colleges to gather
data for a Western Regional Conference on honors programs.
The meet is set for April 10-13
at the University of California,
P,erkelcc

Court Fines Groups,
Handles 10 Cases
Facing a variety of difficult situations, the Student
Gout breezed through 13 cases yesterday with a minimum
of stalls and a maximum of speed.
Alpha Gantma ’and P.1 Lambda, two organizations that
pleaded guilty last week to not sending a representative to
a Student Orientation Board tneeting. were fined S5 each
by the court.
A third group, Delta Upsilon,*
requested a change of plea on the
same charge. The court suspended leo fai
the fine until Delta Upsilon could
contact the Appeal Board.
Kathleen Hubert, freshman
charged with a poster violation,
pleaded guilty through her
court appointed attorney Eric
Solander. Her sentence will be
Students interested in serving
announced on Dec. 8.
as Spartacamp group discussion
ASH Prosecuting Attorney Pat
leaders and counselors are urged
McCirnahan withdrew charges
to leave their names with the Stu.igainst Scabbard and Blade. The
dent Union secretary this week,
;rolip had pleaded not guilty to
Don Brown. Spartacamp director,
failing ta send a representative to
said yesterday.
the orientation meeting.
Brown said sign-ups for the
In other hearings:
camp will continue until Friday afPhi Alpha Theta pleaded guil- ternoon. "All students are eligible
ty to an advertising violation; to to be counselors, but the interviewbe sentenced Dec. 8.
ing committee looks for persons
Wesley Foundation requested with a background in extra-curriadvertising
an
on
a postponement
cular activities," Brown added.
violation hearing. Don lialstrom
"We will evaluate each perdefense.
was appointed for the
son’s abilities to lead and to
Teacher
California Student
think quickly," Brown said.
Assn. pleaded guilty to an adverForty students, half of them
tising violation; sentencing set for men, will be chosen by the interDec. 8.
viewing committee. The appliSpartan V requested a post- cants will be interviewed Dec. 8,
ponement on an athertising vio- 9, and 10 in Adm236.
lation hearing. Eric Solander was
Spartacamp will be held March
appointed for the defense.
19 and 20 at the Asilomar conferChristian Science Organiza- ence grounds in Monterey.
tion requested a postponement
Two hundred and ten campers
on an advertising violation hear- will convene to discuss the leading. The group retains its own ership problems and solutions.
attorney, but court appointed Attorney -at -Large Anthony Karachute as legal adviser.
International Relations Club
requested a postponement until
Dec. 8. Don Hillstrom was appoint- IBM AT s.XM
The Society for Advancement of
ed for defense.
American Institute of nee- Management will hold a business
trIcal Engineers pleaded not dinner tonight at Havenly Foods
guilty to a charge of not sub- Restaurant, Bayshore Highway
mitting a revised list of club and Julian Street at 6:30.
Guest speaker for the evening
officers. Proseentor MeClenahan
temporarily withdrew charges will be Mr. Raymond Hasse from
pending further investigation at International Business Machines
Corp., San Jose.
the request of Die court.
Members of the club will tour
Conservation Club, charged
with failure to send a representa- the IBM plant next Tuesday.
tive to the Student Orientation Those without rides will meet in
Board meeting, Was held In con- front of the Student Union at 1:30.
*
*
*
tempt for failing to appear at the
last session of the court. Eric So- CPA AT AIN
Alpha Eta Sigma, honorary aclender was appointed to the case
counting society, will meet tonight
as legal adviser.
In other action, the court ap- at 7:30 in Cafeteria Room A to
proved 27 additional cases for hear a talk by Stephen Nakasummonses with 10 scheduled for shima, California Public Accountant attorney -at-law.
the Dec. 13 session.

p Aides
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Campus Celebs

’Who’s Who’ Choices Told;
34 From SJS Make It!

Thirty-four San Jose State
students have been named to
"Who’s Who Among Students in American Universities and Colleges" for 1960.
All but three of the students
are either seniors or graduate

students.
Students receiving the honor
will have a write-up printed in the
1960 Who’s Who publication and
will receive certificates at the
spring Recognition Banquet.
Fifteen men and nineteen women compose the Spartan winners.
SJS was allotted 36 nominees but
only 34 persons were named. They
are:
James Adams, Martha Allshouse, Bruce Anderson, Russell
Bailey, Nancy Baratini, Diane
Beall, Deanne Bennett, Richard
Christiana, Sharon Clark, Ronald
Conklin, Sandra Creech, Joyce

ASB To Act
On Charter
The Student Council today
will get its first look at a constitution request from a
group of students seeking to
form a Young Democrats
Club at San Jose State

Flores, Norman Friborg, Robert
Gifford, Jack Harwell, Richard
Hill, Albert Larsen, Marilyn Lloyd,
Corrine Lobdell, Robert McClenahen.
Others are: William Moore, Patricia Moriarty, "s:,aeen Nordheim,

Grand Jury
Releases
Letchworth

SJS student Thomas Duane
Letchworth was cleared of a murder charge last Wednesday and
released from jail when a Santa
Cruz County Grand Jury failed to
return an indictment.
Letchworth, 18-year -old speech
and drama major, was jailed last
week on a charge that he stabbed
his stepfather, 41 -year-old William Howard Wright, during a
family squabble. Wright. a movie
projectionist, died from the wound
After an eight -hour session. the
Grand Jury decided to take no
action in prosecuting the youth.
An official statement called the
stabbing "an act in self defense."
Letchworth’s attorney, Eugene
Adams, earlier had labeled the
stabbing a "justifiable homicide."
Santa Cruz District Attorney
Nick Drobac said there would be
no further complaints filed against
Letchworth from his office.

Joanne Osman, Geraldine Peterson, Ross Phelps, Margaret Joan
Price, Maryleela Rao, Judith Ash.
brook Rose, Bessie Ryhlick, Miyeko Shintani, Stephen Walsh,
Phyllis Watson and Robert Young.
A committee headed by Dr.
Lowell Walter, chief counselor,
studied more than 100 nomination
applications for the award before
selecting the final 34.
"The committee tried to select
students who had been outstanding in more than one field of activity," Dr. Walter explained.
The five-member committee included ASH President Rich Hill,
AWS President Pat Moriarty, Associate Deans of Students Janet
Douglas and Robert Martin and
Dr. Walter.
"The committee would like to
thank all the campus organizations
and departments who helped us in
our selection by submitting their
most outstanding members," Dr.
Walter acknowledged.

Art of Japan
Talk Today

One of Japan’s leading artists,
Teruo Mars, will present a slidelecture and demonstrate his skill
this afternoon in T209 at 1:30. The
lecture may last three hours.
The 33 -year -old artist, who speeializes in ceramics, sculpture,
Bill Ash. a Student Court
, furniture making and painting, is
Justice, submitted the request for
noted for tiolating art traditions
a constitution ratification Oct. 22.
of his country. He is leading the
Council procedure requires that
modern craft movement in Japan
all new constitutions be set a,:
in an attempt to int:oduce the
for one week so all council me!,
idea of original design into the
hers can see the provisions in r
ceramics field.
Should the council find no
tMr. Hara forme dy served as di.
1.rult with the constitution by I
rector of the Modern Craft Assn.
week. it probably will la.
of Japan. and now is teaching at
granted, thereby reactivatin..;
1.,eArts
and Crafts School
rn con -1 the Kyoto
tin. now -dormant "Young Demie,:tants have until Friday to sub- in Japan.
’it -rat" Club.
mit entry applications in the Stu- , Mr. Hera is one of the many
The request names Dr. Leon F. dent Activities Office, Adm242, Japanese artists Herbert Sanders,
Lee, associate professor of busi- and at the Administration Infor- i SJS sr-ofessor of ceramic art, met
last year during his sabbatical
ness, as adviser.
Imat ion Booth.
In other business, the council
Decorating for the annual AWS- , leave in Japan. Ile has lectured in
will interview Stephanie Green, a sponsored event must be complet. many Ilmerican colleges and his
iunio s seeking the post of Cul- ed by Dec. 14 at 2 pm. Judges wa-k has been exhibited in the
4.1 al Affairs Committee chai-man. will visit each living group and Unitcd Elates. South America and
She was the only student, of those, g eek house entered in the contest I.:u
inte viewed by a council commit-’ before awarding a first place and
i This year he presented one-man
tee more than a week ago, who is rw.) runners-up trophies.
seeking the top post. The others
Theme of *the contest is : hes s a New York and Miami.
want to he committee members. "Christmas Around the World."
Thel.e are seven positions open. . Door Decorations Chairman S,., "Spartan From The Start" edi- Schwartz said a perpetual fir-’
tor, two persons for the Orienta- ’ place trophy sill be presented thi,
tion Committee and the chairman vcar for the first time.
nf the Personnel and Public Reda- / A $5 expense limit for door decComplaints by th:ee SJS coeds
tions Committee will also be sm.! orations has been announced by
at Coral Manor, 185 E. San Ferpointed by the council.
nando St., brought a charge of indecent exposure against a San
Jose man Monday night.
The girls were getting ready for
bed, police said, when the man
DEFENSE SECRETARY McELROY QUITS
WASHINGTON UPI) ---Secretary of Defense Neil H. McElroy whistled to attract attention and
resigned yesterday. In a letter to President Eisenhower, McElroy said then exposed himself as he stood
he was quiting after two years in the cabinet for "personal reasons of on the sidewalk in front of the
an urgent nature." He plans to return to Proctor and Gamble, the soap house.
The man ran through a corner
manufacturing film he headed before taking the defense post.
McElroy announced earlier this year that he planned to leave the gas station and was picked up at
F’ourth and Santa Clara Sts. about
post before the year was up.
10 minutes later, nrcorrlinc tit the
Thomas S. Gates Jr., deputy defense secretary, was named as

,tNte

D oor Contest
Applications
D ue Friday

Coeds Complain;
Man Arrested

world wire

McElroy’s successor. Gates is a 53-year-old mainline Republican and
ex-investment banker who has been in the defense department since
1953. He first served as undersecretary of the Navy and then became
Navy secretary in 1957. Ile took over the No. 2 defense post last May.
"I STARTED IT ALL," SAYS KHRUSHCHEV
VIENNA (UPI -Nikita S. Khrushchev said yesterday his own
abrupt denunciation of Stalinism in February, 1956, caused an upheaval
in world Communism and touched off the Hungarian freedom rebellion.
In an address before the Hungarian Socialist Workers (Communist) Party Congress in Budapest, the Soviet Premier said the "fever"
generated by his attack on Stalin combined with "mistakes" by the old
Stalinist regime to give the revolution its spark.
The Soviet leader blamed "to a considerable extent" the misrule
of the Stalinist Hungarian regime of Matyas Rakosi which tell Just
before the revolt started on Oct. 23, 1956.
But Khrushchev said he himself opened the pandora’s box of troubles for Communism with his address to the 20th Soviet Party Congress In February that year denouncing the Stalinist "cult of personality" and reviling Stalin as a master butcher.
AIRLINER CRASH KILLS 24: ONE LIVES
WILLIAMSPORT, Pa. (UPI t --A twin-engine airliner smashed into
a mountain and caught fire yesterday while trying to land in heavy
fog, killing 24 of the 25 persons aboard.
The survivor was Louis Matarazzo, of Springfield, Pa., who was
thrown clear and into a tree. Rescuers scrambled up a 500-foot cliff
to reach him.

SPARTANS A
Curtain up! Light
the lights! Ifs
the new soft shoe
routine by that
fabulous team of
Roos and Atkins.
And what makes
it so amazing is
that you can call
the +une. Shp
into your raggy
sneakers and come
on down to see
Our g -eat selection

11

of Xmas slippers.
From just $7.
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New liberal’ Cal

President Clark Kerr of the University
of California recently liberalized his earlier
controls over UC’s publications and student
but., unfortunately, he
organizations
hasn’t gone far enough.
No student group, for instance, can be
recognized if it takes a stand on "partisan
political or religious groups," Before the
"liberalization," the directive included all
off-campus issues.
But is it bad for a college or university’s
political group§ to support political candidates if they wish? Shouldn’t religious
groups be free to take stands on election

_Ari-Muiic-,2)ranta

propositions which might affect t ci r
churches?
President Kerr fortunately changed his
directive stating that administration approval be obtained for ALL speakers from off
campus.
But he has reserved the right to cancel
speakers "deemed incompatible with the
educational objectives of the university."
Are there any set rules concerning the "ob.
jectives" of Cal?
Kerr says that "never in its history" has
Cal had such liberal rules in this field.
A "first" in history is not always the
best.
R.T.

Yeah, Nikita, But.
Don’t be taken in by Soviet Premier
Nikita Khruslichev’s confession that he was
responsibleinadvertentlyfor the Hungarian revolution in 1956 (See World Wire,
Page 1).
The No. 1 Soviet is leaving too much
unexplained. It was he who:
Offered the late Hungarian Premier
Imre Nagy safe-conduct, then had him kid-

naped and executed.
Invited Hungarian leader Gen. Pal
Maleter to negotiate under a flag of truce,
then had him arrested.
Boasted "We will put in more troops,
and more troops, and more troopsuntil
we have finished them."
Khruslichev’s confession appears to be
a matter of expediency. not remorse.

Neve a WORLD of FUN! Encore
&aye with IITA
uobefievarbie tone Cost
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Eight Music Students Give
Second Recital of Season
l’11)1.1.1S MACKALL
Art and Music Editor
Eight music students last night
gave the season’s second recital
before a small audience in Concert
Hall.
I Pianist Connie Crothers began
the recital with Mozart’s "Sonata
in D, K. 311." Miss Crothers has
, an easy, fluid keyboard technique.
She is a student in the studio of
William Erlendson, professor of
music.
Judith Lawson, cello, gave an
adequate although uninspired performance of Sammartini’s "Sonata
in G Major." Miss Lawson is a student of Donald Homuth, assistant
professor of music.
Pianist Joseph Orlando then

gave a splendid performance of
Haydn’s "Sonata No. 3 in ,E
Flat." Orlando has a strong keyboard technique and plays with
excellent feeling. He is a student of Patrick Melerotto, assistant professor of music.

Handl’s "Concerto in G Minor"
was well presented by Charles
Price, oboe. Price’s technique is
one of precision. He is a student
in the studio of Willard Sorensen,
associate professor of music.
Soprano Annette Klose sang
three songs. She is capable of better performances. She is a student
of Frederick Loadwick, assistant
professor of music.
Mrs. Cleo Parer), pianist, presented "Three Etudes, Op. 25" by
Chopin. She ran into a few difficulties due to nervousness but
shows wonderful promise because
her technique is excellent and she
plays with wonderful expression.
Mrs. Parello studies with Professor
of Music Thomas Ryan.
Baritone Ernest Ruder sang
three numbers, two in his nathe
German, and one In Italian. Ruder has an amazingly rich voice
of wonderful quality and was received enthusiastically by the
audience. He is a student in the
studio of Miss Maurine Thompson, associate professor of music.
Pianist Sylvia Woodkey gave a
technically expressive rendition of
Beethoven’s "Sonata in E Flat, Op.
81a" ("Les Adieux") to end the
recital. She studies with Thomas
Ryan, professor of music.

mumniumumminunnuunnumumunuumuunuu
Yoo hoo! Who You?
THE YEARLY LIST of "Who’s Who Among
Students in American Colleges and Universities" has
been published (see page one), and I noticed one
person very dear to my heart is conspicuously absent from the list:
Me.
I would just like to ask why MY name was left off this list?
You therein chargewhat are the qualifications for becoming a
full-fledged Who?
U think with a little extra effort and some pull I might be able
to maneuver my way into that book.)
But right now, I am going to try and uncover the real reason
why I was not included among the 34 people. Don’t misunderstand
meit isn’t that I care about not getting on that list (in fact, I
don’t think now I’d even accept a place If I WAS asked; so there!).
But I am interested in exactly what sort of fellow students these
are who have managed to slide their way onto that honor roll.
(If I am not mistaken there are probably a lot of you who are
secretly wondering why they failed to pick you, too, but nobody’s
saying anything.)
I have a suspicion the reason I did not make this book was on
account of my grades; they are not the best, you know.
Whether anyone cares or not, I happen to be one of the nicest,
most well-liked, best-groomed, modest chaps you probably ever will
be meeting!
I NOTICE the story says that only 34 out of a possible 36 students
were given a place on the list. That leaves two vacant spots by my
calculations. Now, honestly, what would anyone care if my name was
sort of wedged in there with all the rest? (C’mon, be a sport; no
one’ll notice.)
The story also says there were 100 nominees. Judging by the
fact that only 34 were selected out of those 100 (and two spots
were left over) this would not speak especially well for the extra
66 nominees.
Maybe they all have dandruff. I mean there must be some logical
reason why not even two people out of the 66 remaining could be
found to fill up the quota.
I SHOULD ENJOY meeting some of these people; what fine people
they all must be. Good, upstanding, college-trained youths! (It is a little
ludicrous, actually, when we all know what a mickey mouse affair
this college routine is. Let’s be honest, gang.)
I do wonder, though, how some of these personalities of campus and cafeteria fame will be categorized? (I had it all worked
out just in case I WAS selected.)
NACHMAN, GERALD ("Jerry" or "Tab") W.Foremost writer
of his time; poet laureate; lecturer; friend to all who know him; pretty
good in gym; born, 1938; attended schools and played on the bars; unmarried; no children; was one-time running broad-jump champion in
the Cubs; did a magic trick for a pack meeting once; got a certificate
of merit for after-school sports; can do 78 loop-the-loops . . .
But nobody asked me, so what’s the difference? I am a failure at 21; who cares what I have done? Bah: (I guess I could go
to college an added year slid hope for next fallqr I could try
and make the "Who’s Who in San Jose" after I graduate.
Oh, forget it.

JIM ADAMS. Editor
BILL CRAWFORD. Adv. Mgr.
Day Editor, this issue
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RENT A TYPEWRITER

Special Student Rafe
3 MONTHS $15
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BAKMAS
THE HOUSE OF FLOWERS

*
*
*
The Stanford Symphony Orchestra will perform Friday night at
8:30 in Dinkelspiel Auditorium,
Stanford. Conductor is Sandor Salgo, who also conducts the San Jose
Symphony Orchestra. Student admission will be 25 cents.
*
*
*
Comedian Jimmy Durante will
present "Give My Regards to
Broadway," a music-variety show,

CORSAGES
BOUQUE7
CY2-0462
10th & Santa C

Now Quality Lunches ...at

STUDENT
BURGER ON FRENCH BUN
Special sauce, Chips and Pickle.

STEAK SANDWICH

Sizzling Beef on Buttered French
Roll, Chips and Pickle.
FROM THE SNO.MAN
Take home all varieties
of ice cream and ice milk

Sno-Man Snack -Bar
Carlos
Corner Fourth and San

Shank’s Drive-In Cleaners
AND

FUTURE

APPROVED SANITATION DRY CLEANING
-In at 9:00 a.m.

Out at 5:00 p.m.

ONE DAY SERVICENO EXTRA CHARGE

Secretaries are in demand
Prepare now for unusual job
opportunities! You can choose
one of several courses:

o Emmett,* Secretarial
Open at 4 p.m.
Pizza with a "Personality"
HOUSE OF PIZZA

Sunday from 8 to 9 p.m. on (Ian
nel 4. Guests will be
Ray Rojo
Jane Powell, Jimmie
Rogers anc
Eddie Hodges.
*
*
*
shai K.
ophic, Israeli
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At tomorrow’s Survey of Music
Literature class, the featured performers will be piano students of
Thomas Ryan, professor of music.
The class, at 11:30 a.m. in Concert Hall, will be open to interested
students and faculty members.
*
*
*
N. E. back, assistant professor
of art, has had a watercolor selected for showing at the 31st annual Swedish -American Art Exhibition in Chicago.
*
*
*
The San Jose Youth symphony
its first conpresent
Orchestra will
cert of the season Thursday and
Dec. 8 at 8 p.m. in the SJS Concert
Hall. Director is Vincent Carter,
a San Jose City college music in-

D !Arial Secretarial
121 General Secretarial
Effective Placement Service
Ite,dencs for out-of-town student,
52$ SUTTER, corner Powell
IX. 2-5232
SAN FRANCISCO

one week only
2nd & San Carlos

Sweaters
55c
CY 3-3701

hand -loomed
in india!
in traditional
bleeding colors,
:ubdued and muted,

22.95

THERE’S AN IMPORTANT FUTURE AHEAD FOR THE MEN
WHO WEAR THESE WINGS

in sizes 8 to 16,
from the jm
sport shop
collections.
sorry, no

JOSEPH
MAGNIN
valley Cr

shopping center
open wednesday
’til 9:30
ear
The Air Force pilot or navigat lir a man of many talents. Ile .is, first of all,
a master of the skiesand no finer exists. In addition, he has a firm background in astro-navigation. electronics, engineering and allied fields. Then,
too, he must show putstanding qualities of leadership, initiative and selfreliance. In short, he is a man eminently prppared for an important future
In the new Age of space. Find out today if you can qualify as an Air Force
pilot or navigator. Paste the attached coupon on a postal card and mail it now.
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MAIL THIS COUPON TODAY
Aviation Carrel Information, Dept. A-9.
Box 7908, Washington 4, D. C.
Pleam send me details on my opportunities as an Aviation Cadet in the IL S. Air
Force. I am a TI. S. citizen, between the mere nf la and 25.ii and a resident of the
U.S. or possessions. I am interested in 0 Pilot 0 Navigator training.
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"Just off rumpus"
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he was
younger, all the food served at
Thanksgiving dinner was merely
trimming for the cranberry sauce.
It appears to me that he has not
aged appreciably.
Such a column borders on the
slanderous and would give rise, if
published elsewhere, to suits by
the individuals concerned.
I hope this letter will serve to
correct Mr. Nachman’s views and
furthsr remind him that perhaps
a little more research for hie column and also some soul-searching
would improve his outlook on life,
and most certainly his future literary endeavors.
D. R. BURTON
Class of ’50
Ilr states

that

when

It’s Comprehensive
’Only to the Few’
EDITOR: This brief correspondence is with regard to the presence in our library of a truly magnificent example of erudite perdition.
I refer, of course, to that grandiloquent parcel of distortion masquerading under the title of "The
Sociological Imagination."
The essential content of this carrion, the excellence of which has
been enlarged and elaborated out
of all proportion to its true worth,
is of dubious veracity, lacking both
objectivity and literal accuracy.
Parson’s style, with its propensity toward expatiation, is of
an erudite nature, comprehendable only to the few, and then
to a somewhat limited extent.
"The Sociological Imagination"

is merely a condemnatory recital,
largely of spurious content, the
sole purpose of which is directed
toward the defamation of the eminent personage of Talcott Parsons.
This invidious profanation of contemporary social thought has maligned the profession of sociology.
To my way of thinking, this
mendacious creation, with its sinister undertone of sensationalism,
epitomizes the axiological declension anathematizing American sociology.
JULIUS C. STEIN
ASB 5849
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the ACTUAL state of affairs in
relation to what they OUGHT to
be; and, more important, our ACCF:PTANCE of the facts and what
we are willing to do about them.
DIANA NISHIUKA
ASH 11054

Terms Loyalty Oath
A ’Practical Means’
EDITOR: What Is wrong with
demanding student loyalty? Perhops the proud presidents of such
revered American institutions as
Harvard and Yale resent the implications.
Apparently this Is a frequent
reasom for the opposition to loyalty
oaths.
What

arrogant pride it must be
that ignores the fact that this is
the most practical means we have
for assuring that responsible people whom we must trust are not
really our enemies?
What individual would lend another money, suspecting the latter
might be using it to equip himself
for the destruction of the lender?
Should government finance the
rise to prominence of individuals
who seek by deceit to weaken, destroy and subjugate our nation?
Should we resent being asked if
those are our intentions?
We know that our society is infiltered with persons of that nature; we should be eager to use
this means to identify ourselves as
not being among them.
MIKE HANSEN
AsiB 10016

Asks: ’Who Knows
Where San Jose Is?’

would
ould ’reconsider this
before sume other state college di
prives us of the choice.
MELVIN D. NEWTON
Roger WIIliattt- II oted
ASB 4728
young American pianist, will
play Sattirilas night at 8:30
’Few Negroes Favor in the San Jose Civic Audi only
Mixed Marriages’
torititn. It so ill
1.01101t: I wish I cirtilit figure Northern
p pea r.
out exactly what the "dangerous ance.
insinuation" is, which Mr. Trammell is objecting to. If he thinks
the only area left "for the Negro
to integrate" is the home, I strr
goat he take a long look at oii,
Ll-....repeefd by Puliiisherti Waaiayi
shameful record of educational
FICTION
and employment opportunities for
Advice and ConsontAllan Drury.
integration.
If his objection is to the inter- ExodusLer, M. Uris.
marriage of whites and Negroes, Tho Ugly AmericanWilliam J. Ledwhy does he not object to any erer and Fu,i,e L. Burdick,
inter-racial marriage? Or, for that Dear and Glorious PhysicianTaylor
matter, to marriage between members of different faiths or mone- This War LoverJohn Hersey.
Tho
AdvocateMoMs West.
tary classes?
Tho Thirteenth ApostleEegene Vale
It may come as a shock to
The Cave--Pt.’eert Penn Warren
him that Negroes who favor inThe Lotus Eaters--Gerald Green,
ter-racial marriage for itself are
NON-FICTION
few and far betneen; they being

Best Sellers

an aware as the Imre" %%bite of
the social and emotional difficulties that are attendant in such
a situation.
What men of intelligencebe

II Interviews

Tax Collecting?

Saturday’s program will include
a sampling of all types of music,
with an accent on popular musk.
-The Quiet Men" group will give
a rhythm background to Williams’
selections,
His performance also will include
novelties and light humor, and at
one point he will play two pianos
Williams reportedly has sold
more records than any other phiobit. His "Autumn Leaves" recording 1111-% sold almost 9 million copies.
In recent appearances in Cleveland, Minneapolis, Denver, Miami,
and other cities, Williams played
to capacity crowds.
He also has appeared with H"
Minneapolis, Rochester and Na
tional Symphonies, the Burial,.
Philharmonic, and the Cleveland
Orchestra.
Tickets for the special "Pops
Night" are on sale at the San Jose
Civic Auditorium box office from
10:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. daily excel)!
Sunday; and at the Peninsula Box
Office in Palo Alto.

graduatini wcrwen student,
positic

lions

Richter -Hamer

his American debut tonight at 8:30 at the San Francisco
Memorial Opera House, opening
the season for the San Francisco
Symphony Orchestra.
Richter-Haaser will play Schumann’s "Concerto for Piano and
Orchestra in A Minor." Enrique
Jorda will be conductor.
Soviet cellist Mstislav Rostropovich will present Strauss’ "Don
Quixote, Fa ntact ic Variations" on
Dec. 9
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?ennaciled

Complete selection of interesting paper
with matching envelopes. From 30 to 254
Glitter in all colors, shaker bottle
25c
Block printing ink, tube
530
Linoleum blocks in many sizes
from 358
Linoleum cutters, five blades
$1
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will make

at the same time.
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VALLEY FAIR

Do& Think krkiirself?
(TEST YOUR WITS ON THESE QUESTIONS*)

SAVE

UP TO

50 To ON

YOUR FAVORITE
MAGAZINE

It’s Fun to Save Money
When You Eat of Our
SELF - SERVICE BURGER STAND

Eat - Read - Relax
,N
DIN EOUR

$3.00/8 mos.

NEW YORKER

$2.97/yr.

READER’S DIGEST

$3.00/8 mos.

ATLANTIC MONTHLY
$5.00/yr.

PLAYBOY

Please send me the magazine(s) listed below at the special
student rate indicated in your advertisement.
NAME
ADDRESS
ZONE

AT

4th and San Fernando
OPEN TILL MIDNIGHT
We Will Redeem This Ad
For Any 10c Drink FREE

STATE

YR. STUDIES. END

SCHOOL

Right Across the Street
From the CAMPUS

$9.00/2 yrs.

TLAR OUT

TEAR OUT TEAR OUT

CITY

’

Act OneM ,-.s Hart.
Folk. MedicineD, C. Jarvis,
The Status SeekersVance Packard.
For 2c PlainHarry Golden.
This Is My GodHerman Wool,
Tho Elements of StyleWilliam Strunt
Jr. and E. B. Whit.,
How I Turned One Thousand Dollars
Into a Million in Real Estate William
Nickerson.

they black, white or pale green
hope to see someday is the total
acceptance of individuals for their
individual qualities, not the color
of their skins or the ritual of their
faiths.
That this includes the right to
marry where one wishes is axiomatic, but only the granting of all
rights will result in true equality.
NOTE: Unless otherwise noted, interOne more sniping remarkmiscegenation is much more common in views are keld from 9:15 a.m. to 4:15
the segregated South than in the p.m. in the Placement Office, Admintegrated North, and is in the 234. Students are requested to sign
hands of the "superior" white up in advance of interviews.
TODAY
male!
DONNA STINECIPHER Los Angeles City Schools, graduatirr;
seniors, candidates for all levels and
ASH 13845

EDITOR: I found Charles Lunsford’s letter quite interesting and
positively reasonable in its impli
cation. The changing of our college’s name from San Jose State
to California State probably would
do our college a lot more good
Business administration and acthan harm. Why not be practical
instead of sentimental?
counting students with a yen for
The name change would give our collecting taxes can talk to a repcollege LOCATION in the minds resentative of the Internal Revenue
of people throughout the U.S. Who Service Friday by appointment
knows where San Jose is? Nearly with the Placement Office, Admeveryone, however, knows where 234.
California is.
The San Francisco office has job
Scandinavia Praise
This change could draw more top openings for internal revenue agmore financial aid, and ents, revenue officers, special ag’A Bit Overflowing?’ athletes,
give more meaning to degiees ents, estate tax examiners and tax
EDITOR: If my interpretation
earned at SJS. I wish the student examiners.
of Mr. T. Trammell’s recent letter
concerning the discussion of racial
attitudes is correct, Trammell exemplifies the typical complacent
attitude of too many individuals
who, seeing themselves and our society as faultless, regard criticisms
of our society as "dangerous Insinuations."
Surely he realizes that our sodety, as any society, has its bad
points. And only in the elimination
of faults can any society be perfected. This is not possible unless
each person is willing to view a
situation with complete honesty.
Possibly Williams’ and Norton’s
praises of Scandinavia were a bit
too overflowing, and their condemnation of American attitudes a bit
too complete.
But the farts remain: the Negro Is being only theoretically
accepted as an equal in our society.
$3.87/yr. $7.00/ 2 yrs. $3 00 8 mat
(Reg. $7.C_
TIME
Trammell seems unknowingly to
have hit upon an answer to the
mac.
$4.00/yr.
$7.0;,/2 yrs.
(r.)
Per:.
$.95
,oestion, "Why Americans treat
$4.00/yr.
Negroes so badly," even though he
(Reg. $7.50 ’yr.)
SPORTS ILLUSTRATED
refused to accept his own conclu(Reg. $10.0 yr )
$7.50/yr.
FORTUNE
sion that "the Negro must appeal
to the morals of a weak and silent
$3.25/yr
ARCHITECTURAL FORUM
people"- though the adjectives are
$4.50/yr.
NOUSE & HOME
too severe.
Our society can be strengthened
$3.50/yr.
wks.
$2.50/34
NE.WSWEEK
only by OUR REALIZATION of
$4.50/yr.
$2.50
8
mos.
REPORTER
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To Perform Here Saturday
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The statement "Experience is the best teacher"
is (A) the faculty’s confession of failure;
a
dogmatic way of saying you can learn by doing;
(C) an excuse for trying anything once.

AD BE

co

If someone called you a
beatnik, would you (A)
insult him right back? (B)
ask him if he knows what a
beatnik really is? (C) thank
him for the compliment?

Viceroy has a thinking man’s filter
the best filter of its kind ever developed
. . . the filter that changed America’s
smoking habits. And only Viceroy has a
smoking man’s taste.

AEIBECEI

"If you checked (B) on three out of four of
these questions, you’re a high-tcst character
you think for yourself!

If you saw a dinosaur
roaming around the campus, would you say, (A)
"Rig, ain’t he?" or (B)
"Where’s the movie playing?" or (C) "This place
is sure out of date!"
AD BE CE)
Do you base your choice
of a cigarette mostly on
(A) what your friends say
they like? (B) what your
own judgment tells you is
hest? (C) what the makers
say about their product?
AEIBOCE
It’s a wise smoker who depends on his
own judgment, not opinions of others, in
his choice of cigarettes. That is why men
and women who think for themselves
usually smoke Viceroy. They know only

KCERoy
c-Arifer
Cia4nerres
KiNG.s,zE

Nic.vaosi

FamilhaI
pack
Or
cruhproof
boy

The Man Who Thinks for Himself Knows
ONLY VICEROY HAS A THINKING MAN’S FILTER

A SMOKING MANS TASTE!
I 1.701. Brown

.11 entrynn.rollarel/rOrr
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Faculty Plans State Wrestlers Make
Annual Party Debut on TV Today
For Dec. 13

Mann, That’s Carolyn Herman

’Greensleeves Magic’
First Children’s Play

Santa Claus and a group of carolers will contribute to the festivities of the annual Faculty Christmas Party on Sunday, Dec. 13, in
the main dining area of the Cafeteria.
A buffet supper will be served
from 4:30 to 6 p.m.
Planning the affair for the entire faculty and administrative
staff, as well as for the emeritus
faculty and their families, is the
Faculty Social Committee.
Tickets must be picked up at the
Cashier’s Office, Adm263, by 5 p.m.
Monday,
a Faculty Committee
spokesman said. A donation of one
dollar is asked. This price includes
children’s tickets. Proceeds will go
to the Faculty Social Fund.

First in the speed, and inytnical kingdom.
Carol Rose is the queen; Susan
Fincher, "Miranda"; Alicia Rodrigues, "Matilda"; Janis Fisher,
"Mary"; Cecilia Winokur, the
grand dutchess: Paul Bucalstein,
"Fitzsneeze"; Pat Shea, the farmer; Sherwood Batt, the tailor; and
Tom Letchworth as the sailor.

Drama Department’s plays
for children. "Greensleeves’
Magic." will be presented
Saturday at 10 a.m.. 1 and 3
p.m. and once again on the
following Saturday at the
same times.
The original play, written
Marian Jonson, is intended t
children from 6 to 12 years.
The play will be done in arcs..
style, with the audience %III’
rounding the playing area. John
R. Kerr, director, will be assisted by Leon Branner, costumes;
J. Wendell Johnson, sets, and
Kenneth Horst lighting
The cast stars Ray Baptista as
"Greensleeves," the king who
breaks the spell of no dancing, ’no
singing and no smiling in the play’s
Xkitalknagti

Accounting Job
Interviews Slated
Accounting majors ready to graduate will be interviewed for jobs
by a local corporation tomorrow.
U.S. Products Corp. is "interested in interviewing accounting majors who have potential to advance
in our management ranks."
Appointments may be made in
the Placement Office, Adm234.

0./PVI,S.X1VOLS/XSAIL-4.0.0101k0/01.4s1upst:z

Old World Charm in Dining
America’s Most Beautiful Holbrau

Authentic Barvarian Food
Music Every Night
San Jose State’s FRED SOETJE
America s greatest Rinky-Tink Piano stylist
.4)
-4
t

Billie Gallagher
on the piano

Die Rhinelander
Band

garden eify

floi6rau

51 SO MARKET ST.
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SINGING THE BLUESCarolyn Herman, a sophomore education
major at SJS, is billed as Carole Mann when she adopts the role
of a blues singer. She began her career as a dancer when she was
four years old and has been a vocalist with bands for four years.

Coed Sings, Studies;
Enjoys ’Double Life’
By Melsa Vollersen
Carolyn Herman, 18-yearold SJS sophomore, leads a
double life.
On campus, die is a
bouncy. brown -eyed elementary education major with
her heart set on becoming a

teacher. BM on stage she is Carole
../eiT47110-4111\14- a rat
Yttahlritrat al WM% ilrar ’ffr itiette-\ rti-irtrie Mann, a sultry-voiced blues singer
with the goal of becoming a recording artist.
"In the music business, you don’t
know whether you’ll make it or
YOUR DOWNTOWN
DRUG STORE
not," said the brunette singer, who
next to Woolworths
plans to combine her teaching and
singing careers.
Carolyn is a transfer from San
Francisco State and recently became known here by singing at a
rally program and other SJS
events.
PIANO OR BALLET?
"My mother wanted me to be a
ballerina so I took ballet for eight
years," she stated. "My father
wanted me to be a pianist, so I
took piano lessons for five years."
But Carolyn had different plans
she wanted to sing.
BUY YOUR CHRISTMAS PRESENTS NOW AND SAVE
"I think maybe I inherited show
business from my family," she admitted. "They’re all such hams."
ONE DOLLAR HOLDS ANYTHING
Raised in San Francisco, her father is a musician and her mother a
TILL XMAS. (Lay it away)
former ballerina and singer.
Carolyn’s biggest break came
last year when she performed at
Charge it on
Nat’l or Bankamericard.
Flick’s In San Francisco with,
Take 6 months to pay.
Bobby Troup and the Four Preps.
Singing at Fack’s also changed
her parents’ attitude. "When my
mother heard me she couldn’t beFIRST STREET
DRUG STORE
lieve it was really me, but now she
wants me to go on singing," Car35 So. First Street
CV 2-8081
olyn said.
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City Planning
Lecture Set

ed a national first I ,, ,,,s
mlen
the instructional pi..gzains
begun Nov. 19, Mr. Diamond Aer,
Among other programs said.
sched.
uled for telecasting are
a
sion on the procedure for discus.
finioleinz
Bob Diamond, coordinator of in- the buying of a car and a demon.
structional television and associate stration on fresh water aqtliriunt
professor of speech and drama,
said today’s program is the second
of three programs on wrestling
A-1 Auto Insurance
which are being transmitted to
physical education classes at San
Jose High School and Roosevelt
Junior High School. The third of
Special Rotes for
the series will be broadcast Friday
Married Students
morning.
Wrestling classes under the direction of Hugh H. Mumby, assistant professor of physical education,
Day or Night
will present the demonstrations.
This type of broadcasting mark-

A demonstration of basic wrestling fundamentals was broadcast
this morning on a closed circuit by
State’s instructional television center to two local schools. Broadcast
.
time was 9-10 a.m.

Pay as you Drive

Phone CH 3-6116

CORDUROY CONTINENTAL
Slacks

Karl J. Heiser, director of planning in the Santa Clara Planning
Department, will lecture tomorrow
at 7:30 p.m. in CH164.
The lecture, sponsored by the
Sociology Club, is entitled "Sociological Aspects of City Planning."
The topic deals with the sociologist’s role in city planning of recreational facilities, shopping centers, and zoning laws.
Mr. Heiser graduated from the
School of Architecture at the
University of Michigan in 1925.
He received his M.A. degree in
architecture from Harvard in
1927. From 1925 to 1929 he studied abroad under the George
Booth Traveling Fellowship.
In 1951, Mr. Belser joined the
Santa Clara County staff as senior
planner. A year later he was el,,
sated to his present position.
The talk is open to the public,
according to Fred Croshaw, club
presiden I

IVY GREEN
ANTELOPE BROWN
SAND

4Pt iltaPtittej
MEN’S WEAR
88 So, Second St.
San Jose
First Nati Cherge Nen
Open Thurs. till 9 P.C.
Bankamerecard
Free Parking across St., Lyric Parkh,

;Ter first stage appearance was
as a dancer when she was four
years old. She was 14 when she
got her first singing job.
She was with her father when
they met one of his musician
friends looking for a band singer.
Carolyn told him she could sing
and he asked her to audition.
"I had a high soprano voice
and they wanted a blues singer,"
she said, but she nonetheless got
the job and learned to sing low.
While on her first job with a
combo, now known as the "Dreamers," Carolyn adopted her stage
name, "Carole Mann."
She was accepted for singing lessons by music teacher Bill Stoker.
who taught Guy Mitchell and
worked with Johnny Mathis and
Judy Weymouth, San Jose State
Perry Como.
student who spent two months in
The lessons cost $10 each. "My Switzerland during the sumni,
parents told me if I really wanted will speak at a meeting of I I
the lessons I would have to go to Spartan Y: at 7:30 tonight at Ninl
work for them."
and San Antonio Sts.
MADE ONE RECORD
During the past four years Carolyn has worked as a "casual" for
about 16 bands. She appeared on
TV and made one record which was
not released because of a disagreeyour
ment with the agent.
Her most embarrassing experience occurred %stifle she was
singing at an Air Force base. She
was shaking some morracos as
she sang when someone yelled,
"Hey, your hoop skirt is falling
down."
for
Carolyn kept on singing. "All of
SPORTING
a sudden I felt light," she laughed.
There was the hoop on the floorl
GOODS
so she picked it up, went into the
dressing room and fixed it. "I guess
Drop in and see
it was pride that made me go back
Al ... you find II
on stage," she added.
’roosto
Just beginning her climb in the
k1.)
,
,
f theeves PO"
music world, Carolyn has hopes of
a recording contract and singing
\
minded.
/
in Europe. With this she wants to
combine a teaching career. marriage and three children, and that’s
Al’s Sporting Goods
enough to keep both Carolyn Her79 E. SANTA CLARA
man AND Carole Mann busy’
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Engine Tune -Up
Complete Brake Repair
Lubrication
Starter, Generator Work

You Get These Free Service Checks
With Every SHELLUBRICATION
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STEERING
LIGHTS
SHOCKS
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TRANSMISSION
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95

WED
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Thu,’.17 p.,
St., Lyric Pairing.

FREE
LK

When it comes to career ohm.a
ring, do you find yourself in
predicament?
Perhaps you should look into the
possibilities offered by a career
in the life insurance business.
Provident Mutual offers college
men excellent opportunities in
tales and sales management.

Take the time now to talk with us
about our training program. We’ll
be glad to till you in on the details.

3

R SHELDON ONSTEAD
FitU,
Life InsLi.-r;Le Campai.y
of Philadelphia

Proleor A
Riess!) appointed ads i,-er
to the state D
Tian. Party
Chairman. will soon present
to Gov. Edmund G. Brown
his radical plan for reorganizing the state political

Spartaguide
TODAY
CSTA, erer_ut,ve bc.etcl meeting 7
p,m, reg,,lar meeting. 7,30 p.m., speaker
Sally 8aketich, first year teacher.
Community Service Committee, meeting, A236, 4 p.m.
Flying 20, meeting, CH227, 7:30 p.m,
Gamma Delta, meeting First Immanuel Lutheran Church, 374 S. Third St., 7
p.m.: radio play, -Is the Christian Differ.
pint?"
German Club, informal luncheon. Cal.
eteria 11,30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m..
Newman Club, Rosary, 8:15 p.m.: meeting, 8:30 p.m.; Newman Hall, 79 S.
Fifth St.
Sigma Mu Tau, meeting, S326. 730

Red Cross Set
10 Interview

p.m., speaker. Miss Faith Whitaker
mar medical missionary to Korea.

assified Rates:

UES.

107

ks
r Bar

ING
tATES
’EARS
!N THE
AVON
SS

Race an Ad:
Cell at Student Affairs Office.
Room 16. Tow., Halt
No Phone Orders

TOMORROW
IWHC, meeting CH235, 3.30 p.m.
Roger Williams Fellowship, dis,ipl;re
prayer cell 6:30 a
Social Affairs Committee, rneetiv
TH53, 3:30 p.m.
Young Republicans, meetinq Cefeter;a
e-k bar. 7,30 ;

American National Red Cross I
has scheduled a campus visit Wednesday, Dec. 9, to interview stiidents for Red Cross assignment
and staff positions.
The jobs, with one exception, are
for women. They include: hospital!
recreation
workers,
clubmobile
workers, social workers I, II and
Ti-t( GING INTERVIEWS
III, assist ant field directors men
lass Angeles City Schools svill and women), field office assistants.
interview teaching candidates at nursing representative and first aid
all levels by appointment today in and water safety representative.
the Placement Office. Adm.’ I
The latter two jobs begin at a
base salary of $5045 per year. 0ther beginning salaries range from
$3276 to $4410 annually.
Most jobs include overseas assignments,
with
"maintenance
after il United States tour.
i pay."
Apartments far Rent
Appointment for interviews should
2 bd rm fur, apt. new So 11 CL 8 8945. be made as soon as possible, a
Pure. Apt. 2 bdrrn. water 2. garbage pd.! spokesman from the Placement
1 453 So. 9th Call CV 4.1410 or AN6-8726 ’Office said.
2 modern Jura. ’Mi. hr 3 or 4 stud.
1283 E Feed. Call CV 3 7103.

CLK of San Jose is opening their
new apt. house in the college area. t
Help WantedMohr
2-bdrrri. apts., heated swimming
wall to wall carpeting, new electric
rancid male bartender to mir cod,
I
en. draperies, all new furniture,
3 3 ;l PM: call UN 7.9924. proof wall
and ceiling, telephone outtets.
TV antennas, ironing boards, washar and
Rooms for Rost
dryers and numerous extras. We have an
-0 0’
students, nr. SJS, apt, for you, no call Pete Cudia, mgr.. at
CV 7.8713,
21327.

’2nd leo,

,/

VALLEY FAIROpen Monday-Thursday-Fr;day till 9:30
DOWNTOWNOpen Monday and Thursday till 9:00

Seri.

Record Specials
of the Week

Party organization is now
mess,’ Dr. Vatcher declared.
With the present system, e
people elect county commetteeme
The state legislatures and the
appointees control the state ow

1 mo. $6.00
3 M3. $15.00
FREE DELIVERY
AND PICKUP IN
SAI4 JOSE AREA

ROBERTS
Typewriter Co.
156 W.

Sam Fernando

C Ypress 4-1215

TICO’S TACOS
Tamales
Enchiladas
BBQ Tacos

Spani:A Rice
Mexican Hot Dog
P.anchburgers

Try Our Speciol Combinsofien Plate
59c

TICO’S TACOS

To Discuss Mass
Father John Duryea, chaplain
,: Newman Club, will discuss the
Dialogue Mass at 9 tonight, Newman Hall, 70 S. Fifth St.
The Dialogue Mass is a form of
Mass in which the laity’s partied pate responsively in the celebra-

SPECIAL STUDENT RATE

cruited informally .
mit tee and precinct leaders art,
There is now "a surging’s" between the grass roots and the
Mee., Mr. %%Heller
party e
explained. "What Is needed Is an
officially subscribed organization
with election of precinct (drier-en."
The proposed party reorganization, Dr. Vatcher said, would develop the totality of the party.
"What you have in the Democratic party today is a collection
of factions. with each faction build
ing itself up to wage war on nth,:
factions," Dr. Vatcher stated.
"The Democrats can’t outspeo
the Republicans," he said, "but cc.
can out -organize them because v
have the preponderance of regi
trams."

& SF. James
Your. eyes can only le ai good
. . .

a I your gfasei

Ion’! 1001Z for CHEAP largains

-1 lite ma-,

CONSULT

ROBERTS BOOKS

DR. HAROLD HASKELL

Over 2000 TITLES
IN PAPERBACKS

OPTOMETRIST
Complete eye examinations and optical service. Latest styled glasses and
contact lenses fitted. Optical prescriptions filled and glasses repaired.
NO APPOINTMENT NEEDED
EYE CARE AT ALL PRICES
EASIEST
CREDIT TERMS
Mention this ad ... when visiting any of the Or. Haskell Offices

Food for the Mnd
come :n and get some dessert.
BROWSERS WELCOME

On 4th St.Across from Library

Located 3 blocks from campus. 100 S. FIRST (CORNER OF 1ST AND
SAN FERNANDO) Also-199 S. First St. (Corner of 1st and See
Antonio.
Coll CY 7-1880

LUCKY STRIKE presents

DII,F100d:
Field-goal expert
kicks about classes

(See below)

Dear Dr. Frood: I want to get married.
thit I don’t like children. What shall
I do?

Surly
Dear

Surly:

Marry an adult.

DR FROOD’S
MORAL OF THE MONTH:

Dear Dr. Frood

i am

buriowing

Pt ’It, Ted

Dear Pestered: Put thy my in

DR. FROOD ON HOW
TO BE A BEATNIK
i !ions for
becoming a Beatnik Let your
hair grow until your hearing is
noticeably impaired. When
finard covers your lie. discard
’’’kHang your shoes and socks
t effigy. Sell your stark tor
scrap. Stock your room with
., rivarettesbecause you won’t

_:-. .

Dear Dr. Frood: Is it all right to study
with the TV on?
Distracted

STEREO --

a Brand X

p.it

Make the most of your college
days. (The nights will probably
haunt you the rest of your life.)

Dear Distracted: Better not.) ou might
miss some of the story.

a can I keep people
Luck ies?

Odor Dr. Frood: My husband teaches at
a girl’s college. I know its silly, but since
I’m middle-aged and stout. I am very
jealous and worry all the time. What
should I do?
Plump, Tired
Dear Plump, Tired: Keep worrying.

.
it

4

aliii
:, it.

wowed on the street any

r-yft. (Better make ’ern LuckieS
’ and stint your isolation)

"THE GREAT SOUND C7

LES ELGART"

Reg. 4.98

Speeal

hecks
ON
TIE BY
kNKCASE
DIATOR

Party members would eici t
their own precinct leaders;
Precinct leaders would chose.,
the county central committer,.
The county committees woo lit
elect the state central committee

Palho!ogist Toted
To Demonstrate

I tr. 1. I’m ittrICk I Wafter, pathologist and graduate of San Jose
State, will demonstrate techniques
of "frozen section". surgery and
. blood smear methods today at
11:30 a.m. in S22.
dt. 0.^ 8
vsh.
tape rec
Shore Routed.
"This demonstration will be an
I
140. 415
Girl to share apartment with same. Psol unusual chance for pre-medical
CV 7-7518.
I and nursing majors or anyone in& double; ’an: Fit. priv. For
’ terested in pathology to see a speLost and Found
cialist at work," said Dr. Ralph A.
Dorn’:
515 & up. Pr. Bath. Lost: New Penis shoes, 4th & San Carlos. Smith, professor of biological sciIC CV 4.6780.
Call CV 3.5190.
ence.

CwistWidio

fer

Society for Advancement of Management, meeting. Haven .y Foods, Bayshore
Highway at Julian St. 6:30 p.m.: spe.
en, Raymond Hasse, IBM.
Society of Chemical Engineers, men’
mg, 7201, 8 p.m.: speaker, Cr. John H.
Duffin. assistant professor of enaineerir,t
Computers. Tau Delta Phi, meeting, Tower, 7:30
p.m.
Wesley Foundation, Dine-a-Mi,e
eon, 205 E. Santa Clara Sr., 12:3,

CLASSIFIEDS
25c a line first insertion
its a line iscaoldiso insertions
2 line minimum

parties.
Dr. Vatcher, associate professor
of political science, said he would
like to see a direct chain of command from the grass roots level tr.)
the state central committees.
His plan has stirred interest in
both political parties. Republican
Charles Gubser. who defeated Or,
Vatcher in the Congressional election of 1956, said he thinks the reorganization plan would help his
party, too.
Under Dr. Vatcher’s plan:

WAVING HATNlIcita Khrushchev announces arrival in Budapest for Hungarian Communist Party’s first congress since antiSoviet revolt of 19 56.

The task of arrangement and
labeling was begun in October
by Dr. Henry Weston, assistant
professor of zoology, and Russell
Grove, junior life science major.

A I list -yeas’ teliClieu Vt ill describe
her teaching experiences at a
meeting of CSTA tonight at 7:30 in
’CH149.
Former CSTA president Sally
Bakotich will speak on "Betwixt
and Between the Junior High
School Age."
Dr. Richard Carrigan. national
director of the Student National
Education Assn.. Washington, D.C.,
it ri will speak at the meeting.

RENTALS
TYPEWRITER

Political Reorganization

play eases on the second

CSTA To Hear
Teacher Tonight

CP %WI %si; D %II ’s.,

1959

SJS Professor Proposes

floor of the Science Building.
The stuffed birds represent 261
of the types found in California,
from a three-and -a-half foot Whittfling Swan to a two-and -a -half
inch hummingbird.
The exhibit was given to SJS by
Mrs. Ida Beck in 1953 to be used
as a permanent display and an educational aid. The birds were collected, stuffed and mounted by
her husband, Rollo Beck. One of
the country’s greatest taxidermists, he died twelve years ago.
The six display cases were built
last summer.

The display is arranged to give
a general view of the birds of California, ranging from some of the
most primitive, such as comorants
and pelicans, to the most advanced
perching and song birds.
The amazing life-like birds will
be used by biological science students to write reports from the
groupings in the cases, said Dr.
Weston.
Other Beck collections of birds
are being used in natural habitat
settings by the Santa Clara County
Junior Museum in Alum Rock
Park.

ITAL

IWednesday, December 2,

’K’ Still Traveling

$ 3 38

’Sing We Now Of Christmas"
Reg. 3.98

HARRY SIMEOHE CHORALE

Special

DOWNTOWN -266 So. First
VALLEY FAIRAt "C" Parking Lot
CYpress 5-5141

touchdowns, intercepted 18 passes and

kicked 22 field goals in 23 attempts.
What should I do?
Letter Man

MONAURAL

THE

Dear Dr. Frood: The Dean is trying to
force mc to go to classes. I think this is
unfair because last season I scored 16

’277

Dear Lotter Man: I fail to see hov) going
help. Better practice your
kicking.
orr.
Os
40n
Doer Dr. Freed: I am a very plain girl
and I don’t hase much personality. All
I want is a man ss ho will lose inc. Why
can’t I find one?
’ Sad
Dear Sad: You’re too particular.
to classes will

COLLEGE STUDENTS SMOKE
MORE LUCKIES THAN
iThY OTHER REGULAR!
When it comes to choosing their regular smoke,
college students head right for fine tobacco.
Result: Lucky Strike tops every other regular
-,old. Lucky’s taste beats all the rest because
L.S./M.F.T. Lucky Strike means fine tobacco.

/
/
,
.
,-- ... ... .. .. ...f

TOBACCO AND TASTE TOO FINE TO FILTER!
Product of (14.Vnitlean cUcce Goal, ",...Z4eee

is nur

middle name.

weine7-.11:. t’nerItcr

DULY

GSP.4ET.tN

CiJ

Agates Edge Picas Bronco Quintet
In 31-26 Grid Battle WCAC Favorite
ll

JERRY NACIINI.VN
Offensive TAeLle

playing a hardThe Spartan Daily editorial staff I
fought. (hi% ing. do-or-die. courageous. well -executed. fleet.
daring. super-human brand of football, piled up 26 wellearned points Monday against the ad % ertising staff in the
annual Ink Bowl gridiron classic. but were nosed out, 26-31.
Ifeek.
Jim Gilligan. leading the Madison Avenue Agates in
the quarterback slut, scurried 20+
managed to finagle one TD on a
yards with five plays remaining in
Mallow 25-yard dash.
the game. to stitch up the grid
Other Pica six-pointers were
tussle and give the ad staff its
scored by Gary Brown, Jerry Nachthird victory in as many years.
man i yay!) and I larvey Johnson.
TIME RUNS OUT
Standouts for the grey flanThe Picas, with Dan Mallow neiers were Gilligan, Bill Mazcalling the plays, found themselves ZOCCO, Steve Maritaskis, Tom Stein the discouraging spot of having
wartall of whom scored one
to score two touchdowns with only touchdownand Wilson Creek,
one play left in the game: they
who played his first grid game
in the Monday tilt at tlw William Street Park.
The advertising staff claimed
The Lincoln National Life
several injuries, including a broken
Insurance Company
, toe for Russell Pecoraro, a bruised
left thigh for Bill Crawford, a
headache for Creek, and injuries
for several others who refused to
admit they were really hurt but
whose limps and feigned cocky attitudes were dead give-aways.

State Poloists Record Turnout
Bid for Ninth
Straight, Fails

ICoach Julie Menendez reports
he expects a record turnout of
more than 100 men for the 23rd
Annual Novice Boxing Tournament
to be held here Dec. 9-11.
Last year, there were 60 entrants in the tourney. This year
most of the fraternities already
San Jose state’s water polo have accepted bids to the three-day
couch said. Independent
team, bidding for Its ninth consec- event, the
teams also have shown a large re
utive state college title, had to setsponse.
tle for a third place finish at the Opening day bouts will be held
championships
annual state college
in the boxing gym and the semi
held recently at Long Beach.
and finals will be held In the main

jOnt State’s,
Santa Clara’s Broncos.
have been stumped as pre-season favorites by the Northern
California Basketball Writers this year.
Bolt Ferrick will floor an experienced quint which
boasts good shoiiting and fair depth. The big man in Fer- The Spartans dropped their semiState,
rick’s plans this year is (-32 Frank Sobrero, who has aver- final game to Sun Francisco
14-12, which was only the second
aged 17.8 in two years of competition.
time in the two teams’ rivalry
-

Last year, Santa Clara finished
runner-up to WCAC champion St.
Mary’s with a 9-3 mark.
Many
think that this same mark could
win the potent seven-school conference this season as the circuit
appears to have more overall balance than it has had since its inception in 1952.
Pemwrdine’s three big guns,.
Sterling Forbes, 6-6 center; Bob
Sims, 6-5 guard; and Bob Blue,
6-0 forward, hold the key to the
Waves’ chances this year. The
Waves finished third last year
(8-4) and they are considered
one of the best teams in the
school’s history.

The Galloping Gaels, lust year’s
conference champions, face a major rebuilding job this year, according to coach Jim Weaver. The
MATLOW, JOHNSON CLICK
men from Moraga will have big
The keyboard crew found its Tom Meschery, 6-6, back from the
best plays were short scampers team that entered the NCAA finr around the ends by Doug Williams als.
and Mallow.
USF, minus head coach Phil
AL CORRAL
Short Matiow-to-liarvey John- Wolpert, will field a comparitively
College AgentSan Jose State
son flips added to Ithe Pica air green 1960 edition. The USFers
game.
had a miserable *6-20 mark last
Agate players were Rod Stoller)+,
center: Creek, guard; Stewart.
end; Pecoraro, end; Bob Palasek.
Tt
L NL College Pan will be of
left sideline; and Dave Pricketi.
special interest to Seniors end Grad
uate Students ...while you are stilt’ Gilligan, Maritakis. Mazzocco ;,1,1
270 W SAN CARLOS
in school, you secure a low rate beCrawford were hacks.
cause of present age and status.
Other editorial staffers who soa
More importantthe Lincoln Colaction included Pete Walls, Loh
lege Plan can be started now without
Christman, Paul Elders, Felix Elibeing made
reo..’ar premium
,fter
Lrhool.
L.
zalde and Ron Bates.
You benefit with these advantages
Especially outstanding was
Jerry Nachman, who actually
Low rate to students
caught a touchdown with his
Flexibilitytailored to preseyes shut. Nachman tried to get :
ent and future needs
the others to carry him off the
You make no regular
field on their shoulders; they
deposits until you are out of
refused.
school
The ad staff’s potent long aerial
attack proved to the editorial
Get complete information on the
bunch that it had best stick I
Lincoln College Plan from
tossing verbs around rather than
AL CORRAL, Class of ’58
footballs.
SJS Campus Agent

Seniors
Graduate Students

gym.

VobIITiami
To Meet oh Cog
A meeting of all
Hien
In fuming volleyball Wet%
tears$1
meet on the
courts at
3:301,
today.

The

group is under
the dia
of Roger
McCandless, iskil
working with the
AAU.

tion

Sahara Oil et
BEST
GAS PRICES
IN SAN JOSE
AT
SECOND & WILLIAM

NO EXAMS!!

year after a four-year stranglehold that the Caters beat the Spartans.
FOR TWO WECKr., . now
on the WCAC crown. Fifteen so- San Francisco state lost to Long
your chance to get the is
phomores will dot the Don roster Beach State in the finale, 24-6.
bike
you want most of
this year.
In the Cater game, Lonnie ChrisRoger
and
Bozzo
Mike
tensen,
last
finish
of
brilliant
the
After
prowyear’s team, the Loyola Lions Scaife showed their offensive
Spartans’
look forward to a better over-all ess by netting 12 of the
14 goals.
season than last year’s 8-15 reSJS defeated Los Angeles State.
cord. Shaken by the loss of Bill
,
LAY THEM AWAY NOW FOR REST Si.E
22-7, in the consolation bracket
Salm .r..1
kesNew, Used Repaired
Wagner, due to an injured knee,
re
six
for
hitting
Christensen
recentwith
who
and Norm Forsythe,
72 5, Second
CY 3-51308
two.
for
Scaife
and
goals
contract,
ly signed a basketball
the Lions still have a solid nurmsweemeemeuesiousweismixwameweserwiwwwwwwwwwwwwwwealmwallaslmWammelwasaleameememisemnuammenameniares
cleus of six returning lettermen.

DESIMONE’S

CYCLE AND TOY SHOP

With the nation’s leading rebounder back plus a trio of hot
shooting guards imported from the
junior college ranks, College of the
Pacific looks for a vast Improvement over its 11-15 record of last
year. Whether or not this holds
true will depend a large measure
on the forwards.
Lack of a scoring punch in the
up-front spots kept the Tigers from
winning many close games last
year and even rebound crown winner, Leroy Wright, couldn’t take
up the slack alone.

G and R TIRE CO.
CY 3-7366

Premium
XTRA MILEAGE

after every shave

Use Your Shell Credit Card

RECAPS... $995

Old Spivs- Alter Shave Lotion. Feel your
face wake up and live! So good for your skin
so good for your ego. Brisk as an ocean breeze,
Old Spice makes you feel like a new man Confident
Assured. Relaxed. You know you’re at your best
when you top off your shave with Old Spice’ 100

Splash on

Exchange
Plus Tax

Center for SPORTS CAR Recaps
Motor Tune-up
Wheel Alignment

CY 7-7368

Brown Meets
CA’ SLATE Charnley at 7
In Title Clash
MAYFAIR
In Color

"NORTH BY
NORTHWEST"
..sry Grant - Eva Marie Saint
James Mason
PLUS

"BADLANDERS"
Ernest Borqnine
A 1-

SPAQTAN DRIVE-IN
"TH7 WARR’OR AND
THE SLAVE GIRL"
in color

"AMA GIRLS"
^
"RAVE ROCKET, WILL TRAVEL"

GAY THEATER
"Anatomy of a Murder"
PLUS

"The Two-Headed Spy"
wiPPf

EL RANCHO
Drive-in
"A WOMAN LIKES SATIN"
P

B,agete Bard_.
V;,,,ent Pr ,0

"THE BAT"
PLUS

"ANNA LUCASTA"

TOWNE THEATER
CY 7-3060

Houston tonight.
The fight will be televised nationally by ABC (KGO-TV, channel 7) at 7 p.m.
The 33-year-old champ is favoredat 12-5 to turn back the
challenger.
Brown will be making his
eighth defense of the 135-pound
title he won from Wallace "Bud"
Smith three years ago.

preienti
one of the
few great motion
pictures of
our time"

,. .1

tberrit9

fr.

A Merry Comedy In Alerrle Old England

Vaughan’s Ex cin-,iciSaiel

EXPANSION SALE
FOR THE
PRICE OF

ty

13
CL

cs
2
0

THE TRUTH HURTS, BUT OUR TIMING WAS POOR AND WE ARE FORCED
TO SELL OUR ENTIRE STOCK BEFORE OUR NEW STORE (3 TIMES LARGER) IS COMPLETED. A LARGE PERCENTAGE OF OUR SPECIALIZED AND
CAREFULLY SELECTED CHRISTMAS MERCHANDISE WILL BE SOLD AT COST
OR BELOW TO STUDENT CARD HOLDERS. EARLY SELECTION IS ADVISJim Lutz, Mgr.
ABLE.

::,::iPTS
o COTTON PANTS
o sPortT COATS
o SWEATERS
JACKETS
SUITS
SLAX
ETC., ETC., ETC.

0
VI

to

LU

.c

as

2
for

5.95
(Split with a buddy)

2
for

for

59.50

12.95

(Two may participate)

(Brirg a friend, make
a steal)

VAUGHN’S
121 S. elih Stree/.

OPEN THURS. ’TIL 9

STUDENT
CLOTHING
UNION
(SALE IN SAN JOSE STORE ONO)

T@Pry Thomas - Janette Scott - Joyce Grenfel

STARTS WED., NOV. 25 . . . Two weeks or longer

1111.111www...

Vaughdn’s Expansiun f.,a!e o !Mug% n’s Expansion Sale

AFTER SHAVE LOTION
by SHULTON

G

.

PLUS "HAPPY IS THE BRIDE’
Ian

ej
7141)
c
0

Charnley, the British Ertm
champion, has a 33-5-1 record v
120 kayoes to his credit.. He
, never been stopped. He has be,:?.
several ranking American ti.
weights, including Don Jordan
fore he became welter king.
Brown has been one of the is
active ring champions in rec,i,i
years, defending against all challengers. Among his title wins are
kayoes over Smith, Joey Lopes,
(n-lando Zulueta, Ralph Dupes and.
Paolo Rosi. He decisioned Johnny
l:,:so and Kenny Lane.
After edging Lane, a south
paw, on a narrow point margin.
Brown declared he would nes er
tight another lett-hander.
A New Orleans product, Brown
has been forced to fight in’ Texas
because of a ban on bouts between
white and colored fighters in his
horns’ town.
’

Winsho,,N Y. Poo

INC MAR
bERGMAN S

.

joltin’ Joe Brown, who
once vowed he’d never fight
a southpaw again, takes on
one of the toughest in the
world s hen he defends hilightweight crown against
Britain’s Dave Charnley in I

Vaughn’s Expansion Sale

Breke Work
Goodyear Tires

oa(V) e

Vaughn’s Expansion Sale

Vaughan’s Expansion Sale

Vaughn’s Expansion Sale

Salt
Vaughn’s Expansion

II J
ON Co

awls

; tinder
the o
ilcCandies8
e AAU.

I Oil Co
AS PRICES
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"tail
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)NE’S
SHOp
72 S. Second

orton To Give Pro-Grid A Tr
State
San Jose
_Chapman (10)
_ 0 10)
Ryan (2)
--McGrath (10)
Marc (7)

S.F.

State

FChristgar (8
FHarmon (2)
GPurcell (2)
GCar’ica (14)
CVtensn (I)

FAIRGROUNDS
FAIRWAYS
Golf Course

KEROSENE CLUB
365 E. Jul;an

tate lops Gators 54-41. Sprint Star Admits
Backboard Punch Potent Draft ’No Surprise’

By GREGORY It. BR( N
Sports Editor
Shaking their first-half jitters. San Jose State’s Spartan
basketballers controlled the
backboards and the scoring
as they topped the San Francisco State Gators, 54-41,
here last night.

more even as Vic Con, Jim Whelihan, Bob Chapman and Joe McGrath all hit 10 points for the
winners.
The Spartans took the lead after
PITCH and PUTT
HOLE
9
the tipoff and led the contest for
Student rate 500
its entirety, although the Gators
stayed within nine points during
range for
Special price on driving
the initial period and were only
students.
complete
two down at the half, 26-24.
$on Jose’s most
golfing center
TOUGH SECOND HALF
10TH & PULL" ROAD
Taking the floor’ in the second
The scoring couldn’t have been half, the home team looked
like
a new quint as they settled down
and allowed the Gators only 17
points, eight of these by high point
man for the game Jim Caranica,
who meshed 14.
The tall Spartan forward wall
made a run -away of the rebound
Come in and see us for fishing
contest between the two squads,
equipment and information.
grabbing 29 in the first half and
Complete lines of fishing
s \t,
28 in the second for 57 to the
gear and equipment.
Gators’ 28. This told the story of
the game as the Spartans were
cold in the first half but held the
A’. rERNANDO ST.
CYpress 3-0503
lead on their rebounding strength.
Dennis Marc, Spartan center,
hauled down 13 from the backboard to lead both teams.
Vie Cori, who hit four field
goals with just six minutes gone
STUDENT
RENTAL
SPECIAL
in the second half, gave the
RATE FOR 3 MONTHS
Spartans a commanding 41-27
applies
to
purchase
price
rental
515.00
lead midway in the final stanza
of any machine if you decide to buy.
to put the crusher on any (later
hopes for a victory.
REBOUNDERS HOT
ELECTRIC TYPEWRITERS RENTED
Unable to get any real good
$ 425 00
shots in the first half, the Spar3 months Le
tans had to be content to shoot
from outside, but their shooters
425.00 Rental Applies to purchase price of any machine if
you decide to buy.
weren’t hittingtheir rebounders
Phone
were!
Pick-up
Pick -Up
In the second half, however,
and
and
using the weave to a good adCYpress 3-6383
Delivery
Delivery
vantage, the locals worked inService
Service
side the key and began to hit
on short jumps with Chapman,
Whelihan and McGrath pumping in the baskets. Coach Walt
Some Lozation 59 Years
McPherson pointed out at halfFREE PARKING NEXT DOOR
:4 South Second St.
time that the weave would work

TYPEWRITERS RENTED

$15

PORTABLE

SAN JOSE TYPEWRITER CO.

Sal

y--,..---.

s

GORDON’S SPORT SHOP

LOTION
TON
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and the success of the Spartans
daring the second half bore out
his point.

41 intentl to gi%e it a In

said Ray Norton yesterda
when quericd concerning his
drafting by the San Francisco
49ers Monday.
Ray sat out this year’s grid
season fearing injury to id:

McPherson put in his "sophomore brigade" with eight minutes
left and then the S.F. quint began
to shift its defense and the Spartan head coach had to stick in his Olympic Games chances
next sumstoppers, Cori and Jim Embree.
mer in Rome. "My ultimate ambition in track has been to particiFORCED OUTSIDE
The Gators, suffering from a pate in the Games and when
lack of height, were forced out- have done this I probably will give
side the second half and as a re- football a try," he said.
sult they only hit four field goals
WASN’T SURPRISED
in 19 attempts for a 13 out of 40
The 49ers drafting of the 9.3
game total and 32.5 per cent. The
Spartans, hitting just 9 of 33 in sprinter came as no big surprise
the initial, rimmed 13 of 32 in the to Norton. He said, "they told ra..
w
final half to get 22 of 65 and a 34 about a month ago that they
considering drafting me but at lh
per cent total.
time I merely thought that who
Coach McPherson labeled the they say and
what they do were
first showing by his ball handlers
two different things"
as "a good performance."
Ray was kept busy Monday on
BETTER SHOOTERS
a direct wire from the 49er per"I think we are a much better sonnel office. They informed
shooting ball club than we showed Norton that he had been drafted
tonight and I think our rebounding by the Ray Area pro eleven. "I
will even get better."
was aware that I had been drafted before the phone cull," Ray
"I was glad to see the boys
admitted. "After track practice
steady down in the second half
Monday I saw It in the paper."
and hit a few." McPherson said
he was pleased with Corl’s secSEVERAL CHATS
ond half showing. "The way he
"The 49ers have talked to me
was hitting in the second half two or three times before this,
I. the way he usually plays a Ray admitted. "I haven’t told the;:i
whole game.
one way or the other yet ’cause I
"Although our rebounding game don’t really know for sure." Norwas good we weren’t getting posi- ton bubbled with enthusiasm, howtion on them., he added. McPher- ever, over the prospect of bumrir,-son also lauded sophomore Gary heads with the pros. "I know
Ryan’s ability in holding down it will be a big difference from colCaranica to 12 points. "Caranica legiate competition"
will average around 18 this year
LATE ARRIVAL
without too much trouble," he said.
Ray will represent the Unitel
"and it was a good defensive job States in the Summer Olympics in
on Ryan’s part holding him the I Rome early in September next
way he did."
year and will be unable to report
Summary: SJSWhelihan (10), to the 49er camp until long after
Dalbey (2), Embree (3).. SFSN. most of the trail-enders have bedCaranica (6), Signer (6), Frazier (2) ded down.

Dancing Nightly

AL BUCKLEY
QUARTET
THREE CLEFS
Folk Singing Nightly
Dinners $1.50

Coach Red Hickey, consulted
before the draft, apparently feels
that Norton’s value warrants his
late entry into the fold. Says
Hickey, "Norton has the tremendous desire necessary: all of his
football is ahead of him."

_

WE FIX

Spares
while you
attend
class
9 am 5 pm

The 49ers will have Norton tabbed for three possible positions.
They can utilize his speed at a
halfback position on offense oi
defense, or use him as an offend.
end, although the former appea,
more likely. It’s one thing to to
with the ball and another Ti cat,
it.GHB.

minimum time-2 hrs.

ZINKE’S ReSphzer
49 EAST SAN ANTONIO

GRAND OPENING DEC. 4-6
FREE ORCHIDS TO THE LADIES
AND BALLOONS FOR THE KIDDIES

D & D FLORISTS
OPEN 7 DAYS WEEKLY
454 N. 13th St.

CY 7-9073

IT MEANS MONEY IN YOUR POCKET
TO READ THIS CAREFULLY
TI .
COWARD SONG BOOK-

NOEL
-r
COLOR

75C
PRINT

308

FOLIOS

Now
MACHINERY 0OF
THE
54,Y
D08
FIRESIDE ROOK OF CARDS r
PARIS ’I-

CHAN

.

ea.

GOOD CHOICE,

IF YOU WANT A BOOK, ANY BOOK-ask us about itchances are we can give you immediate intormatIon a:
exact title and availability If we -1,n 1 ha. it, we can get it for you proit s out-of-print. we may still be - to get you a good second-hand coG/
Open
9.00 pro.
Thursday

San Jose

I:751300K SHOP

66 W. San Antonio

119 EAST SAN FERNANDO

More taste by far...
yet low in tai

San Jose

Everything for the Skier
Complete Rental Service

New, free -flowing Miracle Tip
unlocks natural tobacco flavor!

Frees up flavor
Only the 1960 UM
other filters squeeze in! Checks tars without
exciting flavor
That’s why UM can blend fine tobaccos choking taste! Gives vOU the full,
not to suit a filter., ,but to suit your taste! of the world’s finest, naturally mild tobaccos!
Won

get( L ?dye, Tot acca Ca

Pont fie BetHead SV,

Expert Repair Shop
FEATURING:

SKIS
KASTLE
KNEIFFL
BLIZZARD

HEAD
HARTS
A -I5

Special Import

"The Galaxie"
Inlaid plastic top and botwith metal edges. $50

tom

$29.95

value

CLOTHING
BOGNER
ROSSE’S

WHITE STAG
MEGGIE
SPORT-ALM

BOOTS
STROLZ
LACKNER
RIEKER
HENKE
(Challenger)

insion Solt

66 WEST SAN ANTONIO CY 5-2939

Special

Open Thursday Nights

$16.85
. Al; S MrfltS 701)Atut) CO

.

Best Seller Reprints
For Loss
CY 54513

New 1960 TIM brings you taste... more taste...

Cope & McPhetres

0298
100

52 98
SELLING
’
N. 11 49
5.
2
PICTURE HISTORY OF THE U S. NAVY
Now 6 BB
98
;
TREASURY OF WATERFOWL- SS 90
S3.98
Gal^ no "
2--D
HUNDREDS MORE TO SELECT FROM
FIction, Travel, Biography. Children’s Books, Religion, Mush c Art etc S. the,
new books at Bargain Prom, Now at San Jose Book Shop. COME EARLY FOR A
SI 00

More taste by far...yet low in tar...And they said ’It couldn’t be done!"

Annual Pre -Christmas BOOK SALE
Wonderful Gifts for Any Age

Attractive Hard Bound Books . . .
Ogden Nash’s Best-The
That Almost Wasn’t i’s

Ac’ ’di A,u,, ,ado, to Russia. bi W H.
rAandley, and
A. Ageton. i
H.

Christmas

I

1942.43,
’evelations on the con.
clo 0 a’5 wbele, EDP.
Sale $1 911

e

Sale $1

b.re Sf
tei by

T001110.,

Theuelc, Rob,

1
n4

Chew.

Cale V
Met...rel., by F

HJyedo

The Arts at Mid -Century, ed. by R.
Richman. 41 disr].- :- ,
-,,ent state
and theatre a.,
_les writings by A
r,beth Bowen
L.
..y. many oil,
Sale $1 98
Th Gluyas Williams Gallery.
American Humor Treasury. I .
p’es of rho

’

Saw $2 it
by H C

Ant,00:e to Anx:ety

emng

Sale SI
by E A

Aos,

An
S.,le II
0,5 A

loin stories he
.,stra’ed f,,r
Benchley. Corey Ford, Edward 5.
en. others. Pub. at $4.95.
Sale $1
Mr. Baruch, by Margaret L. Colt.
pages revealing Bernard Ear . r
man. myth, fabulous financier and ii
der statesman. Illus. Pub. at 5695.
Sale $1
The Memoirs of Buccaneer, by Louis
Le Golif. Sea battles, duel,
,
ponder with a daredevil 17,t.
bu,caneer. Pug. at $2.25
Sale SI
Lost Trails, Lost Cities, Col, P. H.
Fawcett’s thrilling account
e.peditions into the A o
it in search cf rare
f _rgotten civilizations, Pr
,
Sale 51.98
Pub. at $5.00.
The Life and Times of General Two Gun Cohen, by C. Drage. .
lous life of a soldier of forthe London slums to trust.,
dant of Dr. Sun. Yet.sen. I
Sale SI
at $4.00.
Television, USA-Clear Channels by
.
Ma. Wylie. A sensible
lationship of horror sh,
delinquency,
cigarette
a i.
and lung cancer, give-away
P..b. at $4.75.
Sale SI
Hunsa-Lost Kingdom of the HimalaJ.
Clark.
A
dramatic
s’cry
yan, by
one man’s e:
to carry out a n
crograrn durin
NH’

id of an Eia-The Mad Mona. n

S. SI
by W.

e a
e,o
rue, ana f;nailv enoe
S.i e 1 "9
.11,1
ode. IOu,. P.q. a’ S
The Thought. and Art of Alb,’
by T Hanna. A’

G,

Sa
o

Recout on

Sale $1.98

S. 09

THE LITTLE ART LIBRARY
Imported Art Books:
is
.
,ntains fifteen foil plus many line drawings.
by noled critics
n al t41 s life and work.
r
Special 3 for $1
PIERO DELLA, FRANCESCA
CEZANNE: Landscapes.
MONDRIAN: Paintings
TOULOUISE-LAUTREC
DEGAS: Women Dressing
RENOIR: Children
GAUGIN: Tahiti
JAPANESE ART: Religious Art
JAPANESE ART: Court Life
JAPANESE ART: 16th Cent. Prints
JAPANESE ART: Prints

lu,

,,P.T

he Captives of Korea, by W. L. White.
SI 49
in:, 1., A.tronc,iny. by Lloyd Moft
Columbia Universoy
A’.conor-y.

’

Sole 52 98
History of Philosophical Systems ed by
Vergilius Fern
f
o2
Sale 5295
Harvest of

Ma, Marcia’, Mc8cde’s
Y.)
Amer,can Cool -mg

S2 98
Fodor

Salts fl
Marie or Sia.ery in the United States, by
Gusts. de Beaumont. The tragic no.el ot
ante bell,,., Arr.ar,ca
a f re,
F 3 -won an 4.3 CO.
who
r
3’ IelL,n. Iot
Sae $1.41
$4.45.
The International La,. Standard in 1-tatie5
of the UnIted Stares by R R WII1011.
r
.11

yr. Pub. at $4.52
Values and Personality, by
Walt
robe, ad
halogy
.
Late
Picalso and The Bull, by V

tre
Pub. at $5. Sale $1.98
Mr. Lincoln’s Admrals, by C. E. Mac.
ertney. Biographical sl,t
hitherto neglected
heroes-Farregut. Winslow, ,
Sale $1.49
lis. Pub. at $5.00.
Poet on a Scooter, by H. Roskolenko.
37 000 miles around the v.or
motor scooter: Dancing with AL,,,
lien aborigines, learning about so
b.
Moslem ceremonies, meeting
niks- in San Francisco, etc. Pub.
Sale $1
85.00.
Witness to Witchcraft, by H. B.
Wright. Among strange ..b
r
’ doctors of the Arra:
African
and
the
Guineat
Sale $1
It ..s. Pub. at $3.95.
There’s Money in Pictures, by L. l.r
market r
Solomon. tr_w
requiren,ePublication
professional tips, etc. P.
Sale SI
$3.00.
Teacher’s Guide for Health Education. by M. R. Fields and A. E. Edger-

F.A.,

Fr,ctional

work and to

R

Tr.

r.‘’

Tn. American

Sale SI
Gement.

A

’by

Phenorn.era

by Garet

Std.,.

nY
Sale SI 98
Garett

P te.-rival Electroacoust cs by M
,

Sal $1.49
Or Wernr

Sale SI 49
learre/o .
M02.3

a. $100.

by 1-1

E

L

’
Sale $1
Me lerih

Sale II
u". Fur... al $3.96.
Batsford’s History of Chines* Art, by Roger Fry et al. VII t. Q7 magn ’,cc, .01,

by H

Sale
Draite

L

$298

P.0 ,9.’
.

C, E,rre

Sale $1.98
, 1500
Aierander Hamilton and the Founding of
of tee bunlywt
the Nation A ed cc.,

Sae.a.,y,

m ,,A

The

15’51$1
61
.91
by . :.;1,111.1:::
eveluetion

Pb.
Sale $1.49
a’ IrS
Mauric Utrillo-Man of Montmartre, by
S. & E. Longstreet. 1, hie at the great
.0 1.11 Rd ter
d ..or icred ard ter,
atM21.: ds,ci

P

The Life and Mu,ic of Hichard Rodgers.
by Dasud Ewen

at

Sale $198
A Book of Thoughts, by Kin-ichi Ishiby
Van
i,utroduction
E
An exotic blend of the
or su -en. Japan captured in sens
wood pictures. Illus. Pub. at Si S
Sale Si
The Horne Workshop, by W. R W, ’man. Tells exactly what t,
when buying hand and
and how to save hundreds
at the same time. Discusses
Son and care of tools, workshop
I’
s safo’y n’
- Sa’e V"?
7
End of Time: The Best et O’af

What Are We Using
P. Blakewell, Jr. .

.13,
Inv L., y of Life

Pe ply, s Ply,

,

Sale SI
- Money, by

OS vdh.in have made Cur
$401
iess ucivabld.
s
Sale $1.49
Commercial & Statistical Algebra, by
.
P chardson & Miller,
- --

;

Saie 5285
obi.. Doone,io
Young America

Sale $1.48
1830.1840. by R J. Riegel.

In nit brie’. dur.,1 tie Age of
r,tregy o1 con.
Culle,j rh,,

L
.

A

.
BOA,’
Na’.’

Or,
we.tirm Rim),
Panel

Sala Si 98
Obsrvations
T Congdon.

:on

1:fe ,n the We-,teI
tte nest:,
W

ce,a,e on
tel Car Oa
.a et e,

The Young Eng:neer

and I tile. An

b

by C

8

Salt It SI
Woman’s Guide to latter

u 54,es,
Sale $1
New Formulas for Profit. ed. by H. Ben.
nett. 674 page, of easy to follow inst.,.
bons fo troa..an,ts of, mate it yoartelf
compound’. nod products tor your own
Li5d o profitable sale. "Trade secrets" for
ro m
,oaPs Photogta

1
on
‘,,are,

4S,:1,^d,P
nq

5’ 40

Pit -f.’ or A, a^d Air .f.-64 Cat,

0.0

Sate PA
(Iroscha

Sale SIAS
Crvantes The Man and His Tinto by S.
J Arbo. E.. ’ a 7, wrap. y of the tree
f,r of Dun Qu.iisite equally iarnous for h
prisone of war an
13,3e01, c0
th
toi f
Occult-Surpprising Mystics, by J. Thurs
,e,encey of poi
es .1.11
ton PI
g.- atieation and otte strange
phenomena dating as far beck
phy
ro be &Couto,
a’ the l20’ ’n"".
- Psb. at 51.95.
recegn zed r.,
Sale $1.19
Thrt Lett., cr
1 It to Merle eo
H E Hugo 7 ’

Sale 51 98
Heritage of British Literature ed by
E A. Cross, et al

I

P
1.
.
In Sea.ch of man

Sale $1
Heritage of American Literature ed.
by E. A. Cross. et al.

Sale SI
Carte Hondo. Photos by Andre Martm, tent by Jose Bergamin.

roe other important 7P .b. at 57.00.
SI’, 52 "3
Great Bible Pictures, by M. H pude-,
62 full.paqe plates of
spired paintings and drnw.,
chelangelo, Da Vinri Rubans E Greco other classic end modern masters,
.,th appropriate Bible DeSSedeS Feb:.
".g 71/2,10". Pub. at $5.00. Sole $1.911
Inrornetional Automobile Periods, 300
T.11.color
photographs of
famo..;
sports and passenger ears from Irn,/,
England, Germany, Russia, From,
Switzerland, Australia, Sweden and
America. Complete specifications for
nook car in six languages. 1958 edi.
tl,,n Pub. et 51000.
Sala $2.98
man Against Woman, ed by C
w, of the ’ere,. by Bei’ r ley r/......
Tnurber, many others. Pub. at $7,
Sam 56

Sale $1 49
by Andre Missenard

s3
The Th14.
Tr.
hirn

Sale $1 98
Mortal Health and the Prevention of Neu.
, c
,iss, by Dr 1 Fletcher

Sale Si 98
Th. Ma -d o Orleans by S Stole. " .

Sale $1
SO, dman A

Chece, A Lindbergh. s
ow,
Lou.s
’ory of the .
re- e.
r,- Ne York to F,’
1,,t,
g he -,,riane
Applied Biophysics
by Co. N Hor,,1

The H .’or of Heeedelus.
The fordo,
II,,ranstation of It,. immortal work
history relating Greek life and
on m
custbir , .n vivid detail. 544 page:.
Reduced to $2.18
Living Fosiile-Search leneath the Sea.
by J. L. IL Smith. Thrilling axcount ofMr
Olul Pt year African search for 55..,
Jia,afilh- the fantastic, -four legged
preiumed ostitict fur 50,000,003 yea’-!
Sale SI
Photo,. Pub. at $3.95.
American Philosophy. From the isieas
E . Franklin and thomas Paine to the
,,butions of Dewey and Santayana. Ed.
, R. B. Winn. Pub. at $6.00.
Sale UM
Mathematical Tables and Formulae, by F.
J. CaMM. Interest tables, logs and anti .
ise.
s pidioressions, conversion tables, law:
formulae in algebra arid cal.
s ri
--essential for the hone referSale $1.00
,
, . Pub. at $2.75.
D.ctionary of European History, compiled
bt Wm. S. Roeder. Concise, reliable inior
..irion on the events and personalities
500 A.D. to the present, with am.
oasis on contemporary people and row.
Sala 1.98
cry. Put. at $6.00.
The Physics of Flight, by A. Linde. Fun.
damentals of airplane aerodynamic.: ler.
noolli’s theorem, Reynolds number, life
drag ratio. propeller thrust, navigation in.
struments, etc. Illus. Pub. at $2.50. Sale $1
The Concise Usage and Abusage, by Eric
Partridge. Completely adphabet.zed, ready
refeence guide to good modern English,
punctuation, gramme’, syntax, etc. Pub.
Sale VA
at $3.50.
Confessions and SO Portraits, ed. & intro.
by Saul K. Padoyer. 4600 years of auto.
bography by 70 of the greatest rnen and
women in history, from the days of Egypt
to today’s revolutionary upheavals. Marcus
Aurelius on virtue, St. Augustine on car,
nality. Abelard on love, Nehru on prison
Silo 1I.11
many others. Pub. at $5.75.
On Wings of the Word, by Roland H.
IORnt of
Sharp. An H
- s
’"of the
.a two yea.es of
.
.
Bbie is p.,.
worldmen In 96
the Near East, Europe, Asia, and Attica.
Sale $1
Pub. at $4.50.
M. D. Contidentlal-The Changing Pe.
tient:Doctor Relationship, by M. G. Var.
how
histories
in
5
case
haus, M.D. Shows
one doctor checked patients’ hypertension,
stomach disorders and sex problems by
a....urning the role of parent. psychiatrist
I. ,d -and how patients who
.
doctors can improve
. Pub. at $3.95. Sal* II
’
ert arid
enc of Nursing, by M. R.
R ’0 , at al. 804 pages. A de.
handbook.
,illustrated
n,
.,,
Sale $1
at $g .".
Inn Tropics-Where Winter Never Comm,
by M. Bates. This fascinating study of the
ountries from Me.ico to Africa shows
-arieties of tropical man and his cul
and how this concerns us today. Illus.

of Augustin Or
,

I,

,

Sale Si 41
Tennyson and the Reviewers, by F
Shannon. Jr. I-00.10. ,...dt of the .
tc,tm coom tac nq n., Cleary e
Idsr- tn./ to 151 and showing the eon the ctit,,, ooliecal prejud’-.
wnrk. Pub. at 54.00.
Ao1.1.11ever-Ambrose Biome ar
Staib Hit, by P F, ’nut 7.

I..’,’ SIC..
Sale SI 49
Dictionary of American Grammar .& Usage. Two o,,,,eblw
wo;
rlr e one
- rfrA me- hundred., al :on,.ohl
Fe
hushca., rof A eer’re thn

R r,,

l’hrr-n

- ,1 13
Sale P91
by Donning Mill.,

..

l

.r

Circle, by John IlaS:1136 8rutek"n.
Tllie.WaimelSts31.54
’
A moving account of his lifelong search
for personal meaning in life and religious
happiness by the author of "I Remember
Mama," "The Voice of the Turtle." many
Sale $1
otherhe plays. Pub. at $3.95.
The Arts and Humanity. By Chas. W.
Cooper. 60 masterpieces of Van Gogh,
Moser}, Picasso, etc., highlight
wonderfully revealing psychological
,n,roJe ,,r1 to the arts. Pub. al 5175.
See SI
Harry Adams: Scientific Historian, by W.
Jordy. The work end significance of this
otred thinker who anticipeted the
7.1 lain’’ of his life and class. Pub. at
Selo $1.911
5500,
The Rith of the House of D
. A veritable chron.
James Henry D
icle of the members of the "400"-Pier.
poet Morgan George Salting, others-who
riled their efictorian man,,ons with et
t
ouisite ert objects fro,- the
Sale 51 49
Duveen. Illus. Pub. at It", ’V’
Clessics of Biology, by A P Stoner I
A
noting survey of the cr,
.
.
f cc’’L,
q
o tn,se ofw famous,;n,o
7,-- PA,
17-7,eit of

ir 17 50.
e 8.sd IA.,

by

Sa 1 le
T. L. at

before hi crimes were dr.coYemd be
Scotland Yard, Photos. Pei,. at $3.50.
Sale $1
Complete Geography et Germany, by R.
E. Dickinson. 32 photos and 124 maps and
diagrams. Authoritative guide to German
lands, people, habitat, economics. etc.
Sal* $1.49
700 DP. Pub. at $10.03.
The Disaster That Changed History-pie
Lisbon Earltiquelle, by 1. D. Kendrick,
D’,cfor of the erifi"h Museum. Vivid a,
ce.,m an the catastrophe which took 15,000
.
s^ / forever destroyed the Age of
The moral and philosophical
ee. ,,cussed are as timely and con
rorer, al as they were in 7755. Illus. Pub.
Sale $1
at $4.00.
African ,Giant-Shalia Zulu, by E. A. RN.
ter, E,cding biography of the 19th oen
fey, illegitimate Zulu wattiorpolitician
whose horhrible cruelties cannot dim his
savage weariness. Illustreted. Pub. at
Sale 5141
$5.00.
How to Win the Conference. by W 0.
sod to on psHow to pat
’I
’
Sale $1 49
a, no etc. Pub. a 53,5
Roof.
Hassoldt Davis’ World Without
of
The fantastic. adventure -packed
explorer, poet combat D’ /
t
lure, .n the underwoell
.gles of French Guiana
Scl, SI
Free French. Illus, Pub.
5 0.
The Secret Diary of Harold L. lot.,’
candid, colorful journal of F.D.R.’s
ruptible SOC.Y, of the Interior-705
Packed with revelations of area.
Sale SI
administration. Pub. at $6.00.
end pe’tonalities of the fist Ro.. Big Gagne--North American Heed
big, by G. Fitt. 30 years of r.
ing encounters with cp
t7
rain l.ons, !moose, othe ’ I .
, "
sale 5149
to,. Pub. at $5.00.
Japamth Clank-The Hik Story, by E
ELitanies,
by
F.
W.
Yoshikawa, trans.
thall,ng tale of
provincial wattio’
clan’s lust for power in a bloody, deca
dent and feudal Kyoto. Illus. throughout.
Pub. at $4,95.
UN 51
The Lowering Clouds. The Secret Diary of
Harold L. Ickes. The inside story of i^e
g,a1 policy charges in high-level gover,
cent in the decisive years directly befom
War II. Searching and limo,
. into FDR, Hopkins. Hull, Lii
: of other New Deafen. 605 Fir
Sale Si
’ Ti 00.
r,ortrienteM In the American Society, by
P F. Harvey M al. $80 siege bothered,
a 0, reisfion between the
,,eu ore economy, with policies by chest,’
Bowl,. blenc Steele Commanger, Up/r,r,
1 ’Id.. et at plus recounts Of
inf court cases. Tables and rSelo II
at 53.00.
William I el PIVISIW-1111 Ad"
+
Reforms, by S. A. Demme,
po,
of
...Ay of the rise
edministtative
l
from 1713.1740
- a new light as
ft,A ’
-.uctive early
0
i $a00.
Sale $149
.ols Street" and George ClIssing, by
. C Donnelly. The first full length oor.
or the foremost exponent of nen .’"’
,,, in English Teton, based on b’
"
letters and unpublished writings. A sr
ithd Ctitio,e of his novel: of metric’.
;turns, his two disastrous marriage
Ii, came to scorn hit society and ’
died an expatriate in franc, in len
an 54,50.
Sole II 44
Bungling and Flying Scala Medal Aircraft.
by W. A. Musciano. Profusely idctate
step by step instructions for 3/
cos Of famous ttansports, f ri
er Pub at t7.45,
Ss o V an
r

The Itk of an American Industry-Electrical Manufacturers: 11175.1100, by H. C.
Passer. The origins and development of
this highly technical and comfaelitive in.
dustry. Examines the engineering ingen,
’r and business initialise of such piece".
Edison, Westinghouse, Sprague, Ste,.
sal,’ SI at
ocr, et al. Illus. Pub. at $6.
Yoga Dictionary, by Ernest Wood 1
7
511.
huo.
Sale k1
A Strange Relationship-Woodrow Wilson
and Colonel House, by A. L. and J. L.
George. The live stuoy showing how WI
son’s compulsi.e hunger for approval was
fed by Edward M. House-Presidential
advisor-who gained an "unofficial" Do’
litical influence unparalleled in U.S. hk.
tory. Fully recreate, their dramatic break
at the Paris Peace Conference-tuhelefi::
step toward Wilson’s ultimate tragedy.
Annotated. Pub. at $6.130.
Natural History-Agnerican Possum, by
Carl G. Hartman, famous zoologist. Illustrated with more than 100 cave drawings, old engraving:
and spectacular
clese.up photos. The fascinating life and
behavior of our amazing, indigenous rt.,.
supial-a unigee volume of sc.entilic fast
and entertaining lore. 133le.11". Pub. ot
$6.03.
S
8g5114.7
Stan O’Casey-Sunset and Evenitie
Beautiful. deeply moving rrerno,r, of f-is
visit to America, the war years spent in
England in self.impo:ed exile, his friend
shipe: with Shaw and Yeats, etc.alePub.
at 54.75.
Handbook of Better hPotography, by Zing
Pressman. A complete guide for the camera owner, covering every asPect uf
general and specialized photograpny, including correct use of fast film, flash
equipment, etc. Illus.
Dictionary of Mysticism, ed. bSypeFc.iGalay$L9il
r.
The essential terms 01 spiritualism, occel.
tism, mysticism, etc. Pub. at $5.00.
Daniel Defoe, by B. FitzgeraldS.alSeha$r1P419y
etched portrait of the famous English
novelist (Robinson Crusoe, Moll Flanders,
etc.), unraveling the psychological pare
ing and his immoral, adult life. Pub, at
day of Defoe’s straongly religious upLainqi
Sale $1
34.00.
George Washington In American Mere.
tune, by W. A. Bryan. How belles.lettres,
oratory, and biography of 1775-11365 per.
lad transformed a sort-spoken men into
an American symbol. Pub. at $4. Sale 51.98
Nuclear Physics, Introduction to, by W.
Heisenberg. Atoms molecules, radio dClIV
ity, transmutation, etc. 52 illus. Pub. at
Sale $1.18
55
Else Wild Hunters, by G. Caner. Essaclialinsgi
accounts of predatory wolves, beats and
abtign.cmals-their battles witn big game
hunters and animal enemies. Illus. Pub,
The Magic. of Believing for Young Pao.
phi, ed. by H. and H. Johnson. An in.
spiring and important book -for young
and old alike, to help you reach the goal
ot a useful and fulfilled life. Deals with
d learning
w tosasiteui odsbvi.,
such cbasic
,nq needshyne
s
ssbinding the right
gaining popularity, etc. Illus. Pub, at
$7h.o9r54
S
Dictionary of Mythology. by P. G.
Woodcock. From Adnis and Alexander the
Great t Zeus and Zoroaxter-over 1,000
clear, complete entries, coverinstilaell;90,
important clatsical and mythological
urns encountered by the general reat
Pub. at $3.75.
Christianity, Democracy and Technology,
by Z. Sztankey, How and why faith, cs..
aadladd and science mull combine
in the cause of a world community. Pub.
Sale $1
at 53.00.
Rain, Sun, Storm-On the Wings of she
Wind by 0. C. Holmes & U. filtkhZ The
fascinating story of ten.perature.
humidity and other weather
Sale SI
25 photos. Pub. at 53.75.
Sal SI
lismed executive. Pub. at $7.75
The Power of Art, by John Warbate.
:ions and ft,, r.
Sale 52 98
Pub. at $6.00.
The Trouble with the Itilo by L PeNit I
O’Connor Wibberly. A .
of the rclabonship b«
the English. Pub. at 53 00.
S
511
Bring ’Ens Rack Alive-Doctor J 1 n,ael
.
Presume. by S. Gesimek.
tures in French West Altii n
wild animal: and reveal,.
’
the Dark Continent and 7-,
it
.
Illus. Pub. at 53.75.
Mothers: A Catholic Treasury Soafle IGrIgIrt
Stories, ed. by Anne Fremantle
r

"Inside Russia --A Wandering Sstudent,
by Sir ilernard Pares. A ma:tet, a’ ’I,
of Rusban ’,roc ef. e:ono.1
contib.
’q 1.1 3".

etc. Pub, at 31

Sale SI

Economics: Experience and Analysis,
Mitchell ot al. A complete sludi
.
ways wealth and the welfare of sot’.-.
a whole are’ secured. Details It,, ..-.
b0I15 ol land, labor, capital, and enter
pri,e problems of amchange and conSalt 51 49
,120
F
Cc l,fe and Death
51 Lore
Chipperbeld.
Fa,th
fuller
Maga,e,
Cr
of
’

and 1,10,,a,
. 591

’

Promo, and Dram

Cool,

1092
Sale $1
by K Stew-

Story of the Highway.,
liner, by P. Pringi
England’s "Gentle,,
the day, of Robin fi
century. (leak w I, .
death, and wot.
as Duval, Tufp.re
other.. Pub. al 51.7’
Boswell, Pepys, Aden,
sisi
et al.-One Mighty 1/,
son. Four exc itmq c.
hi:forY as wan this ,

ratna cr.i,,bre peopie, m o 6. w 1. of
the Phoospoes."-Margaret meau. Pub.
Sale $1
at 53.75.
The Private Life of the Empress Josephine,
by C. Kunstler. The tantalizing, infurtating
ecchunire.s who twisted Napoleon oround
ram finger for a decade. Pub. at $3.95.
Salo II
Memories of Africa Tall Freedom by allter
Abrahams. The bitter, poignant problems
of the Negro in South Africa, brilliantly
recounted in this fascinating autobiogra
phy of a talented bay whO Wes’, up in
the Johannesburg slur s, Pug. at 14.00.
Sale $1
Elsa Maxwell’s How To Do It. The great
party -giver’s secret; IOR creating foie de
Hire in a sparkling cavalcade of head’
linemakingparCes and people - Noel
Coward, Clark Gable, Maria Callas, et
Sale SI
al. Photos. Pub. at $4.75.
The Grandeur and Mystery of Ancient
Egypt-Phareoh, by E. J. McGraw. A big,
,3111114) novel ab7 7 7n amazing Queen
mredibly lascinat
and three King, F.b, at 5495,
ing time and 7., ,
Sale $1
by
R Straus and S.
College
Drinking in
31C/II01 of 17.000 men
colleges throughout the
I on the relation of drink
jag
udigious affiliation, back.
<pound. etc. Sables and chaffs. Pub. at
Sal. $1
$4.00.
Peter Freuchen’s The Legend of Daniel
Williams. Epic story of the Bible toting
ex slave who became a lengendary outlaw
of the Hudson Bay area. Pub. at $3.76.
Sale $1
by M. B. Woods and J. Feely. From 511.
Setting Up House-Off to the Right Start,
’en to :team iron-a practical, illustrated
shopping guide to purchasing the nouse
hold equipment you’ll need. Pub. at $2.95.
Sale It
Antoinette Pope’s A Cook’s Quiz. Quick,
pract.cal answers to each and every cooking problem plus clear, concise ekplana
tions at cooking terms and phrases. Pub.
Sale $1
at $2.50.
Planets, Stars and Atoms, by G. E. Frost.
The important rudiments of astronouy and
related sc.ences from the electron to the
farthest heavenly body. III,. Pub. at
Sale 51.18
$3.75.
Shooter’s Choice, by W. H. Depporman.
A treasury ol firearms, ammunition and
oallist.cs for the novice and expert alike,
/with informative chapters son recoil, velo
city, gun care, clay Pigeon shooting, re
action time, collecting old Winchesters,
etc. 140 remarkable illustrations. includ
lnq 60 h’gh lpnej pnotos. Kib. at $3.95.
Sale 51.91
Holiday.
Moore-StoryTeller’s
George
0111.1.1.

-

and

,1

de ..
,-. of Moo, s celebrated
Curl,’’’,’ audacity in things segue!
are, Or,
i.cy.
529 pp. Pub.
Sale fl
at $3.50.
The Lore of the New Testament, by J.
reflected in
of Jr:
Gam. T0.
roan
the st. s
’. 1." r ’"Mace
Sale 51.10
The World at Home, intro by James IL
covering
C.
Reston. 33 analut.cal
1925.1945,
America’s most turbui,
I, the great N.Y. Time., ,,,,rnalist, Anna
O’Hare McCormick. Pub. at $4.50.
Sale SI
The Poet of Cubism-Apollinalre. by M.
Adenie. The definitive biography - his
l"iendships with Picasso, Laurencin, Cocteau, et al’ amas.mn contributions to modern al1dily dd VI ".-ng. Pub. at $3.75.
Sale 51.41
Water Cooler LISA -"Care for
Mettler," ed by C Preston, 120 Cartoon,
d

:
n.
al business for er’
.01
t-e oni.ce boy on u0 to tte
The Bull in Art and Culture-The HORd
and The Sword With
r-r IT rih-t

g -t. P,b, at 55. Sate Si 49
Theatre Guild on the Air, red. by H. W.

$450

lif

SI

o

Iranian Odyssey-The La,,f m
VinCOM Cronin. A ..
lured account of a
epic journey from e
mountain grassland.
spells the end 01 a
Pub. at $4.60.
Isaac and Oedipus, by E
searching re e.
Complex fey,. :
story of the Susr
,
stone of the
Mai., and CI Married a Hunter
Afr.sar

h

la.a

sibhlanatns.grytrabyC’i’ll ’
glen and over
d
tos. Pub. at $3
The Siege, by A Camcc.
known true stoy ,
and the 500 hersdc
16 days fought off
ninedseia.tropucibps. tursin3gwr
at
Passwords to History-l.t r
by J. Friedrich, tr. .
decipheringean
oher,tc.d
of ancient culture,,
Prelude to Ilhowani J,,r,
,
and A Tiger. John
career as an In& In
real life denqe
inspired his
$3.95.
IBM Session-An Antholegi
.,no. 1;
3. he
by R. Jt.Glizn
and about Jelly Ro.
Brubeck, Garner, Mu Pub. at $4.95.
"Thee Muckraking Era-- ’
and The Tiger. Autos
McClellan’s son. Cr.
Jr.-soldier, lawyer,
New York (1903-19)
.
WO between his d’ ’
and political assoc
.
iously corrupt Tarn,
photos. Pub, at $500
The Henry Ward Beech,
Love and Heavenly Sinner.
len. The lamas: r
fery-here is it,
grdataSt scandal or
del
u1 nc o
ry.erwitness Account. The
It91e
, 0y Jr
Cl ,ty,u yb.
eht"uC
The frightening, be.
Korea, in 1950 an.,
ties, cruelty antind
the
Boatac$42r3Siks the Sand, by L.
ing chronicle of .., .
and 40 years of Go."
ing stricken farmer:
pres:ion, assisting
reform program in J.
54.75,
The American Festiva, G.,
Coat.s.
and
"i e’rdi :ern’ a
Ard
ebtations. Pub. at 54
Cr
,Sabs:boi ,3307,
woes’.

aycluenogi

’ b’vh

Sag7
Pula d’uP2P
at $ .5fi
Billy the Kid a-,
nIfiab,:g.ls
oby&D.
t-.
ker
Ir
.te
C4,41,101, Jana a,
Sr 00

Poodt.,bre, and Bear*, ,

SC Do
Darwin & Hurley: AI
lotions, by W Irvine

P.r

.0 5050

Good Books for Younger Readers Z,
One

7.

Thousand

Christmas Cards, by R.
Santa einoies the false ones.
. (5.8). P.b. at $1.95

r
_

St - SI
Jon athan Blake, by W. Wise. .Delightfui verse
0,5 eternal -whys" of. growing up. Illus.
Sal*
.6. at $2.00 ...
The Travels of Marco, by J. Morrill and R. Solbert.
A p qeon, s curiosity leads him to some eistarlaorsdi
’’gel people. Ills. Pub at $3.00
liney and the Summer Dance Camp,_
,
by B. $J1.
’
dy. The -harming story of a I;ttle girl who
;.,,cei.i.otohe fe_mous Jacob’s Pillow dancers,
s

Sale
To See the Monkey, by M. B. Cook.
Ca ,tan$24.50 1ittle monkey raise
.
fifty dollars foe
or his
Five Cents

master at the

Big

Fair? Color i’l,.s.

(7-9).

Pub.

Angelo Goes to the Carnival, by E. Goodenow.
Angelo is whisked away to an undersea cavern
and finds a beautiful costume to wear at the
Carnival. LarCjIll color illii:. 81/4,101/4... (4.8). Pub.
at $2.00
.
.
.
Sale $1

The Lost Dream, by H. C’rl,
fanciful adventures in Dreamland.
Back in Time for Supper, by D. Fur+,
magical cross,country trip in a i
(5.8). Pub. at $2.50 ....

by E. Pe’ ’
Woodland friends help him make trouser,
pocket; for his treasdres. 81/4"r111/2-. Large
Sale SI
illus. (6.10). Pub. at $2.50
....
Don’t Worry About Poopsie, by C. D. Sat---.
!..4./fy of Lucy’s, little printer puppy who gne4
grew and grew, and what he did to b.
member cf the family. Illus. (6-10).
$2.75

I

Symosiour,

51
E4
,

t’1N,- C.,-ity Straw "1’ tiSca .0 51 9P8
ry
Curtis
r
, ,..,mns.
Csmoaign-..tcre,ful
ne Si
$r59
The Woeld’s Greatest Countefeited,-Mones, of heir WOwn, by NI. . Bloom. A to,’
of the deeds of fen of the molt
and unusual masters of the
tee world over. Pub, at $4.50.
’ ?alt
Sale $1.91

5,1

MO’

ii
1, Yi
Sale 129$
5 New Words by M Refer;

Sale $191
- $600
Concise Dictionary of the American Ln
guano, by A. Waldbhern. Here ,
dAn.e.,
where
tells
nor
book that
come from. For all. Pub, at 54
Sale 528$

Sale II

How the Mole Got His Pockets,

SPARTAN BOOK STORE
"kiefht On COMpla

r
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